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Executive Summary
Security testing can be divided into two categories: (1) security functional testing, which validates whether the
security requirements of the system are implemented correctly, and (2) security vulnerability testing addressing
the identification of system vulnerabilities. The former is performed by ensuring that documented software
misuses are infeasible, the latter by automatically identifying new software misuses that break the security
properties of the software.
In this document, we report about solutions that enable automating both; more precisely we extended two existing approaches: Metamorphic Security Testing (MST) and Misuse Case Programming (MCP). MST is a
technique that ensures that both documented and unknown (or partially documented) software misuses are infeasible. It relies on a set of manually written specifications, which are called metamorphic relations (MRs).
During the reported period, COSMOS has extended the available catalog of MRs thus enabling the identification of 100 vulnerability types concerning mistakes in the application of security design principles, which is
result that is clearly valuable for software developers. To enable the implementation of the MR catalog, we
have also extended the functionalities of the MST toolset. MCP is a technique that enables the automated generation of test cases based on documented software misuses (misuse case specifications in natural language);
in the report, we describe the extensions performed to address some limitations of its NLP analysis thus enabling the processing of a wider set of misuse case specifications. In COSMOS, MCP will be used for the
discovery of security vulnerabilities that cannot be discovered by MST.
Future work concerns extending MST and MCP to interact with CPS-specific interfaces and report on an ongoing empirical evaluation. Finally, we will address challenges related to minimizing testing cost and automatically extending security vulnerability testing capabilities by automatically generating MRs through machine
learning.
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1

Introduction

This report concerns COSMOS Task T4.3: Development of Solutions for Detecting Security Vulnerabilities in
CPS (M1-M33, Leader: UoL. Contributors: UoS,TUD, QMA, TOG); we report about the period M1-M12,
which concerned the definition of specification-based techniques for automated security testing.
Security testing can be divided into two categories [143, 59]: (1) security functional testing, which validates
whether the security requirements of the system are implemented correctly, and (2) security vulnerability
testing addressing the identification of system vulnerabilities. Based on the survey of Felderer et al., we
define security functional testing as testing security mechanisms to ensure that their functionality is properly
implemented. Security vulnerability testing is instead a form of risk-based testing motivated by understanding
and simulating what an attacker may do. Also, security functional testing can be performed with classical
functional testing techniques, whereas security vulnerability testing concerns the simulation of attacks based
on security expertise. By attack we mean a sequence of interactions between a malicious user and the system
under test, with the objective to compromise the security properties of a system.
Software security testing can thus be performed by ensuring that documented software misuses are infeasible,
which is the objective of security functional testing, and by automatically identifying new software misuses
that break the security properties of the software, which is the objective of security vulnerability testing.
Automation is a key for a successful software testing process. We have identified three challenges for automated security testing. The first challenge concerns ensuring, automatically or semi-automatically, that documented software misuses are infeasible. The second challenge is about the need for automated solutions to
identify undocumented (or partially documented) misuses that break the security properties of the software.
The third challenge concerns minimizing the cost of automated security testing, which is due to the need for
identifying a large set of inputs and expected outputs.
The first challenge derives from the need for ensuring that the system allows only valid interactions (i.e.,
implements its security requirements) and is free from previously detected, or foreseen, vulnerabilities. It
entails identifying methods to model valid software uses and software misuses that enable the automated
generation of security test cases. The derivation of test cases from security requirements [72, 115, 120, 58]
or threat models might be a solution; however, the literature lacks threat model for CPS that can be used to
automatically derive test cases. In the CPS context, the generation of test cases often remains manual [56].
The second challenge concerns the discovery of unknown vulnerabilities through the identification of specific
inputs (i.e., misuses) for which the software does not adhere to its security requirements. State-of-the-practice
solutions are vulnerability scanners (e.g., Acunetix, Aircrack, Burp Suite, Intruder, Nexpose, Nessus); they
automate the detection of vulnerabilities through the execution of attack patterns (i.e., sequences of inputs
that lead to specific outputs when the software is not secure). They are effective in testing systems running
on widely adopted frameworks (e.g., Web frameworks) but ineffective in the case of CPS; indeed, CPS often provide features for which attack patterns are not known. In addition, most automated techniques for
security testing often focus on a particular vulnerability (e.g., buffer overflows [73, 119] and code injection
vulnerabilities [144, 23]). These approaches deal with the generation of simple inputs (e.g., strings, files).
Therefore, they cannot be adopted to verify that the system is not prone to complex attack scenarios involving
several interactions among parties. Model-based approaches can generate test cases based on interaction protocol specifications [150, 137] and potentially produce test cases for complex attack scenarios [93]; however,
they require executable models, which are not always adopted in industrial settings (see COSMOS deliverable
report D4.1).
The third challenge is about the efficient and automated selection of test inputs and oracles. Since security
vulnerabilities often manifest with a specific set of inputs, it might be necessary to test the system with a large
set of test inputs, which might be exacerbated in the case of CPS because of the diverse nature of their inputs
(e.g., continuous signals). Also, in the absence of strategies to automatically verify the output of the system
(e.g., by automatically determining the expected output values), exhaustive testing remains infeasible.
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In the reported period, COSMOS focussed on addressing the first two challenges above by relying on misuse
case programming (MCP) and metamorphic security testing (MST).
MCP is a state-of-the-art solution previously developed by the University of Luxembourg [99]. It automatically generates an executable test case that simulates an attack described in a misuse case specification [120, 60]
written using a constrained natural language. To generate the executable test cases, it relies on natural language
processing (NLP) techniques to match specifications’ sentences to functions exposed by a provided test API.
Because of its characteristics, it can be used to address our first challenge above. However, MCP still requires the manual specification of test inputs and oracles, mainly because misuse case specifications describe
high-level concepts but testing automation requires specific inputs to be tested; for example, a misuse case
specification may contain the statement “the malicious user requests a resource she does not have access to”,
without providing the user name and the URL of the resource to access.
MST is another state-of-the-art solution previously developed by University of Luxembourg [98]. It relies on
a set of manually written specifications, which are called metamorphic relations (MRs), capturing the relations
between the output for a valid input (called source input) and the output for a follow-up input. Source inputs
are sequences of input values that are valid according to the interaction protocol of the software under test
(e.g., inputs exercised during functional testing). Follow-up inputs are derived by altering the source input
as an attacker would do. The MST tool focuses on Web systems (i.e., systems providing a Web interface to
end-users); it relies on a Web crawler to automatically derive source inputs for the system under test. Within
COSMOS, MST will be extended to deal with different types of systems (e.g., CPS components exposing
REST APIs or working with CAN buses). The possibility to automatically derive a large number of source and
follow-up inputs enables MST to effectively simulate an attacker who tries to spot vulnerabilities by extensively
testing the software. Moreover, MRs verify that expected relations between multiple inputs and outputs hold,
hence can be used as oracles. Therefore, by automatically generating follow-up inputs and oracles, MST
addresses the second challenge above.
Since MST can systematically test the system as an attacker would do, it can discover not only new software
misuses that break the security properties of the software (second challenge) but also documented software
misuses (first challenge). Therefore, since MST does not require the manual specification of test inputs and
oracles, in COSMOS, we prioritized the development of MST over MCP; in COSMOS, MCP will be used
only to test for attacks not covered by MST. One of our main objectives in COSMOS is therefore to define a
catalog of MRs that cover a large set of vulnerability types, including CPS-specific ones.
Within the reported period, the COSMOS consortium has extended the catalog of MRs provided in the original
MST work, to cover for a large set of vulnerabilities. More precisely, we focused on the definition of MRs
that can discover vulnerabilities due to mistakes in the application of security design principles [126, 127],
which we find to be a scenario that may occur during the development of a wide range of software systems,
including CPSs. We considered all the 223 vulnerability types belonging to the above-mentioned category
published by the MITRE corporation [9] and we derived a catalog of MRs that can discover 100 of these 223
vulnerabilities. When defining our MRs, we focused on the vulnerability types that may affect Web systems
because Web systems are often used to access and control CPS; future work concerns extending our catalog
further to include CPS-specific vulnerabilities. To enable the implementation of such catalog of MRs, we have
also extended the MST toolset to include all the required features. Concerning MCP, we have addressed some
limitations of its NLP analysis thus enabling the processing of a wider set of misuse case specifications.
This document describes a toolset that consists of five tools; we plan to release the toolset under an opensource license according to the exploitation plans of the project. For the time being, the software prototypes
are available to COSMOS reviewers at the following URLs1 :
• MCP tool, https://gitlab.uni.lu/cosmos/mcp
• MST tool, https://gitlab.uni.lu/cosmos/mst
1

Please contact the consortium representatives and/or fabrizio.pastore@uni.lu to request access (GitHub
account handle required).
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• MST extended catalog of MRs, https://gitlab.uni.lu/cosmos/mst_metamorphic_
relations
• MST crawler, https://gitlab.uni.lu/cosmos/mst_crawljax
• MST SMRL Eclipse plugin, https://gitlab.uni.lu/cosmos/mst_smrl_eclipse
This document proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides background information on security testing for CPS
software and on the techniques integrated into COSMOS (i.e., MCP and MST). Section 3 provides an overview
of the COSMOS architecture. Section 4 describes the extensions provided to the MST toolset and discusses the
applicability of MST to discover security vulnerabilities caused by bad design practices, based on our extended
catalog of MRs. Section 5 describes our extensions to MCP. Section 6 concludes this deliverable.
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2

Background and Related Work

In this Section, we provide an overview of the state-of-the-art of security testing for CPS, highlighting the
limitations of existing approaches (Section 2.1). Also, we provide an overview of Metamorphic Security
Testing (Section 2.2) and Misuse Case Programming (Section 2.3), two approaches that will be extended by
COSMOS to overcome the above-mentioned limitations.

2.1

Security Testing of CPS

Cyber Physical Systems (CPSs) are [25] networked systems of cyber (computation and communication) and
physical (sensors and actuators) components that interact in real-time in a feedback loop with the possible help
of human intervention. This adaptability in control-sharing between systems and humans can be seen [38]
both as a trade-off between the capacity to react in unforeseen circumstances, and as a loss of reliability
and predictive performance, being unintentional or deliberate sources of risks. CPS is a raising trend with
multidisciplinary nature [156], focused mostly on protecting power grids, with only a few works on UAV,
autonomous cars, etc.
Sensing components [153] are mainly deployed at the perception and transmission layers, they collect and
sense information e.g., sensors, aggregators like Online Analytical Processing (OLAP), or actuators. Controlling components are deployed at the application layer, they monitor and control signals e.g., Programmable
Logic Controller (PLC), Distributed Control System (DCS), or Remote Terminal Unit (RTU).
Security solutions are usually [25] designed for classical Information Technology (IT) systems but not for CPS.
Moreover, due to constrained factors, most of the research focuses on the performance, stability, robustness
and efficiency of CPSs rather than security.
Software testing concerns verifying that a program provides expected behaviors on a finite set of test cases,
suitably selected from the usually infinite execution domain. Security testing aims to verify that software meets
its requirements on security properties [59].
Security properties are usually confidentiality, integrity, and availability [56, 156], with sometimes more aspects like authentification and privacy [153], or authorization and non-repudiation [59, 83].
• Integrity ensures that sensitive data has not been accidentally or maliciously modified, altered, or destroyed. Deception attacks on integrity, especially false data injection attacks on sensors, are the most
common [156].
• Availability guarantees timely, reliable access to data and information services for authorized users.
Availability is compromised, for example, if the system crashes or in case of a Denial of Service (DoS)
attack.
• Confidentiality ensures that sensitive information is not disclose to unauthorized individuals, processes,
or devices. Disclosure attacks on confidentiality happen if the attacker can infer sensitive information
from the system; for example, by eavesdropping (internal) communication channels, or side-channels.
• Authentication establishes the validity of a transmission, message, or originator, or a means of verifying
an individual’s authorization to receive specific categories of information.
• Authorization provides access privileges granted to a user, program, or process.
• Non-repudiation is the assurance that none of the partners taking part in a transaction can later deny of
having participated.
A test oracle is a mechanism for determining the verdict of the test, i.e., the observed behavior of the system under test conform to the intended behavior. Security testing suffers from the oracle problem: how to
distinguishing correct from incorrect behavior? What mechanism can be used for determining whether a test
case passed or failed? This problem is partially addressed for availability because the detection of system
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crashes and denial of services (i.e., lack of response from the system) can be easily automated. Metamorphic testing [98] (more details in Subsection 2.2) has shown to be effective in determining a number o security
vulnerabilities (e.g., bypass authorization and authentication schema). However, the literature lacks extensive
studies about the applicability of metamorphic testing in the security context; for example, there are no studies
about the type of security vulnerabilities that can be automatically detected by means of metamorphic testing,
which is in part addressed in this report document (see Section 4.2).
When test inputs and oracles are derived manually, which is common practice, they are often derived from
models of security threats. In CPS context, security threat analyses usually [153] focus more on the perception
and transmission layers than the application layer or the controllers that we are investigating in the COSMOS
project. Hence the focus on security threats is usually more on physical (spoofing, sabotage, tracking, etc.)
and communication (e.g., eavesdropping, replay, unauthorized access, or DoS attacks) threats than computation
threats like authorization problems, injection vulnerabilities, or side-channel (e.g., timing [86]) attacks.
Security threats are not limited to the cyber environment and can cause physical hazards like human injuries,
asset damages, or environmental impacts [38] e.g., Stuxnet in 2010, the Steel Mill cyber-attack in 2014, or
TRITON in 2017. An example of threat modeling based on the most common attacks is STRIDE (Spoofing,
Tampering, Repudiation, Information disclosure, Denial of service, Elevation of privilege) [83], which is based
on a data flow diagram of the components and the identification of security threats to the considered security
properties.
Unfortunately, vulnerabilities and thus attacks depend on the considered type of system; therefore, generic
threat models may not support well the verification of security requirements. Furthermore, there is a lack
of test automation solutions that rely on threat models and can be applied to CPS. Indeed, the design and
threat analyses are usually based on manual inspection of the documentation [29], and is applied manually
[56] to testing CPS vulnerabilities. In the context of COSMOS, for example, we have an avionics system for
air traffic control which can be subject to spoofing attacks, an automotive system requiring more automated
pre-release security vulnerability checks, a railway system with security requirements, and a sensing system,
requiring dedicated security testing to find security vulnerabilities in earlier stage of development. Below, we
provide examples of threat modelling work for the automotive context and testing solutions based on such
threat modelling, which are manual and therefore expensive.
Threat analysis takes into consideration the components of the system under test; in the case of automotive
systems, common components are (1) electronic control units (ECUs), which control the state of the automatic
transmission of the vehicle engine and manage the sensors inside the vehicle (e.g., body control and powertrain control modules) and (2) networks interconnecting ECUs such as controller area network (CAN), local
interconnect network (LIN), or FlexRay [84]. Small- and medium-sized vehicules include approximately 50
ECUs, up to 70 in luxury cars and 80 in cutting-edge vehicules [84], which contain and implement a total of
up to 100 million code lines [83] to control safety-critical functionalities. The presence of a large number of
components makes the attack surface large. Most of the surveys on CPS security [51, 54, 84] focus on attacks
leveraging information sharing and wireless communications; this is the case for attacks on Intelligent Traffic
Systems (ITS) [51] connecting Vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs) and the traffic system. Another survey
discusses also in-vehicle vulnerabilities (e.g., vulnerabilities of ECUs and software vulnerabilities) [54], which
depend on the traditional Electrical/Electronic Architecture (EEA) of Intelligent Connected Vehicles (ICVs)
being based on the CAN. With CAN, the bandwidth is shared between components, which has outstanding
advantages in cost-efficiency and flexibility, but makes the communication system vulnerable to attacks.
To our knowledge, the only work reporting about security testing driven by threat models in the automotive context is that of Dürrwang et al., who performed a penetration test of the Airbag-ECU through a CAN
bus [56]. More precisely, the authors generated attack trees during threat analysis, based on the STRIDE approach [83] and used them to generate test cases revealing security vulnerabilities causing an unintended airbag
deployment, which could harm occupants inside the vehicle2 . This kind of manual approach is tedious and re2

The attack has been assigned the MITRE vulnerability ID CVE-2017-14937, https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/
detail/CVE-2017-14937
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quires expertise but general automated approaches are lacking. In COSMOS, we aim to address this problem
by extending Metamorphic Security Testing (MST, presented in Section 2.2.2) and Misuse Case Programming
(MCP, presented in Section 2.3), two approaches that support automated testing based on specifications of
security attacks.
Beyond manual testing based on threat modelling, existing automated security testing solutions concern modelbased security testing, code-based testing, penetration testing, and fuzzing; however, they had been seldom
applied to CPS. We overview these approaches below.
Model-based security testing is based on requirements and design models created during the analysis and design phases [59]. In model-based testing, selected algorithms generate test cases from a set of models of the
software under test or its environment. The benefits of model-based testing include early and explicit specification and review of system behavior, better test case documentation, the ability to automatically generate useful
(regression) tests and control test coverage, improved maintenance of test cases as well as shorter schedules
and lower costs [128]. For instance, the authors of [33] proposed a semi- automatic security testing approach
for web applications based on a secure model built from abstract messages representing common actions.
The model is secure as long as it does not violate confidentiality or authenticity goals, which is verified by
using a model-checker. Security vulnerabilities are represented by modifying the model according to a predefined set of transformations (called semantic mutation operators, which leads to mutated models. The mutated
models are used to generate attack trace using the model checker. The generated trace indicates the actions
to be performed to exploit3 the vulnerability. A system is vulnerable if it reaches the state expected by the
mutated model. The main limitation of model-based approaches is that they require a security model of the
system, which is often unavailable; furthermore, model-based approaches can often be used to generate abstract test cases only, which then need to be made executable through test adaptation, or test transformation
approaches [149] thus increasing development cost.
Code-based testing is based on the source code of the software under test. For instance, symbolic execution of
the code can be used on paths of interest to gather constraints that are solved to identify the input that satisfy
such constraints and, therefore, generate concrete test cases. Symbolic execution tools include EXE [35],
which generates inputs able to crash a given code, KATCH [105], which automatically tests code patches,
SAVIOR [49], which prioritizes branches with the most potentially vulnerable locations in hybrid testing, or
JOACO [142], which generates inputs leading to injection vulnerabilities. These tools can analyze all the
control flows of a program thus achieving a high coverage of the software under test; however, the price a
time-consuming exhaustiveness usually does not scale with the size of the software under test. In addition,
typical constructs of CPS (e.g., floating point computations) are not well supported by existing tools [62].
Penetration testing targets the whole system from an attacker’s point of view; it can be performed in a blackbox or white-box fashion. Black-box penetration testing is performed by leveraging only information about the
program input and output interfaces, so tends to be more realistic from an attacker’s perspective. In white-box
penetration testing the tester is provided with source code, full specifications, and documentation, thus enabling
the identification of a larger set of vulnerabilities [29]. There are only a few penetration testing testing tools
dedicated to CPSs. For instance, the Metasploit framework4 has a few car modules. They allow Metasploit to
be connected to actual cars through the CAN bus, or to virtual ones like Duraki’s VirtualCar5 , a wrapper written
in C that listens to the virtual CAN device and is able to parse, analyze, and transmit signals. The Metasploit
modules allow basic features like getting vehicle information (e.g., vehicle identification number from the
target module, engine speed, coolant temperature, diagnostic trouble codes), probing data points in a CAN
packet, flooding a CAN interface with supplied frames, scanning the CAN bus for diagnostic modules, keeping
the vehicle in a diagnostic state, performing hard reset in the ECU reset service identifier, sampling the targeted
3

We use the term exploit to indicate when an input for the software under test lead to the execution of the faulty code
(i.e., the code that makes the system vulnerable), and such execution results into a violation of a security property of the
system.
4
https://www.metasploit.com/
5
https://github.com/duraki/virtualcar
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module to flood the temperature gauge thus exploiting a vulnerability of the 2006 Chevrolet Malibu, moving the
needle of the accelerometer and speedometer of a Mazda 2 instrument cluster, or checking for and prepping
the pyrotechnic devices (like airbags, or battery clamps) of the targeted vehicle. But for the moment this
framework capabilities are limited. Another tool is CANToolz6 , which supports end-user only in monitoring
CAN communication and finding UDS services7 . In general, the capabilities of existing penetration testing
tools dedicated to automotive are limited. Similar considerations might be made also for the UAV context,
where dronesploit8 , the best known tool, supports only a limited set of features [63]. Other industry sectors
relevant for COSMOS, e.g., railway, are not covered by dedicated penetration testing tools. An exception is
robotics, which has a large security community9 and mature tools such as Alurity10 .
Fuzzing is a software testing technique that has received a lot of attention recently [112, 32, 102]. It is based on
the idea of feeding malformed inputs to a program until it crashes. Random fuzzing uses a stream of random
inputs, while mutation-based fuzzing generates variants of existing data samples, and generation-based fuzzing
is based on a model of the input data or the vulnerabilities. Advanced fuzzing techniques combine these
techniques with others like symbolic execution [34, 36]. The main limitation of fuzzing approaches is that
they can be used to discover crashes, failure assertions, or compare the output of two software versions but
they cannot detect vulnerabilities that manifest in a complex manner (e.g., determine confidentiality problems);
also, there is limited work on the application of fuzzers with cyber-physical systems (CPS) [50, 136], which,
however, concerns simplified prototypes or units of few lines of code. In COSMOS, we aim to address a range
of vulnerabilities that is larger than the ones discovered by fuzzers and validate it with CPS case study subjects.
For our study, we consider the vulnerabilities listed in the CVE database [114], which is hosted by the
MITRE [113] organization and is the result of an ongoing program to identify, define, and catalog publicly
disclosed cybersecurity vulnerabilities. The CVE database is commonly used in security and software engineering research work to select case study subjects [31].

2.2

Metamorphic Testing for Security

In this deliverable we propose an extension to MST, which stands for Metamorphic Security Testing, an approach to automate security testing for Web systems through metamorphic testing.
Metamorphic Testing (MT) is a testing technique that has shown, in some contexts, to be very effective to alleviate the oracle problem [44, 96]. The oracle problem [28, 138, 122] refers to situations where it is extremely
difficult or impractical to determine the correct output for a given test input. Security testing suffers from the
oracle problem; indeed, security test cases seldom rely on automated test oracles, most often because it is infeasible or impractical to specify them due to a large number of test inputs. For instance, a security test case
for the bypass authorization schema vulnerability should verify, for every specific user role, whether it is possible to access resources that should be available only to a user who holds a different role [109]. This type
of vulnerability can often be discovered by verifying access to various resources with different privileges and
roles. However, defining oracles is complicated by the need for identifying the resources that can be accessed
by a user with a specific role and deciding if test outputs, which are often complex and non-deterministic, are
consistent with expectations about accessibility; when expected outputs need to be identified for a large set of
test inputs (e.g., for various resources, roles, and privileges), the identification of oracles is infeasible.
Since, within the reported period, the extension of MST has been the main focus for COSMOS Task 4.4, to
make the deliverable self-contained, in the following, after an overview of metamorphic testing concepts, we
6

https://github.com/CANToolz/CANToolz
Unified Diagnostic Services (UDS) is a diagnostic communication protocol. It is used in ECUs and is specified in
the ISO 14229-1 [75]
8
https://dronesploit.readthedocs.io/en/latest/index.html
9
See for example https://cybersecurityrobotics.net/
10
https://aliasrobotics.com/alurity.php
7
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present a detailed description of MST. The following sections are an extension of what appears in the original
MST paper [98] and will be part of a future journal submission.

2.2.1

Concepts of Metamorphic Testing

MT is based on the idea that it may be simpler to reason about relations between outputs of multiple test
executions, called metamorphic relations (MRs), than it is to specify its input-output behavior [132]. In MT,
system properties are captured as MRs that are used to automatically transform an initial set of test inputs into
follow-up test inputs. If the outputs of the system under test for the initial and follow-up test inputs violate the
MR, it is concluded that the system is faulty.
The core of MT is a set of MRs, which are necessary properties of the program under test in relation to multiple
inputs and their expected outputs [47]. MRs resemble the traditional concept of program invariants, which are
properties that hold at certain points in programs. However, the key difference is that an invariant has to
hold for every possible program execution, whereas a metamorphic relation captures a property of inputs and
outputs belonging to different executions [132].
In MT, a single test case run requires multiple executions of the system under test with distinct inputs. The test
outcome (pass or fail) results from the verification of the outputs of different executions against the MR.
As an example, let us consider an algorithm f that computes the shortest path for an undirected graph G. For
any two nodes a and b in the graph G, it may not be practically feasible to generate all possible paths from a
to b, and then check whether the output path is really the shortest path. However, a property of the shortest
path algorithm is that the length of the shortest path will remain unchanged if the nodes a and b are swapped.
Using this property, we can derive an MR, i.e., |f (G, a, b)| = |f (G, b, a)|, in which we need two executions
of the function under test, one with (G, a, b) and another one with (G, b, a). The results of the two executions
are verified against the relation. If there is a violation of the relation, then f is faulty.
We provide below basic definitions underpinning MT.
Definition 1 (Metamorphic Relation - MR). Let f be a function under test. A function f typically processes a
set of arguments; we use the term input to refer to the set of arguments processed by the function under test.
In our example, one possible input is (G, a, b). The function f produces an output. An MR is a condition that
holds for any set of inputs ⟨x1 , ..., xn ⟩ where n ≥ 2, and their corresponding outputs ⟨f (x1 ), ..., f (xn )⟩. MRs
are typically expressed as implications.
In our example, the property of the target algorithm f is “the length of the shortest path will remain the same if
the start and end nodes are swapped”. The MR of this property is (x1 = (G, a, b)) ∧ (x2 = (G, b, a)) → |f (x1 )| =
|f (x2 )|.
Definition 2 (Source Input and Follow-up Input). An MR implicitly defines how to generate a follow-up input
from a source input. A source input is an input in the domain of f . A follow-up input is a different input
that satisfies the properties expressed by the MR. In our example, (G, a, b) and (G, b, a) are the source and
follow-up inputs, respectively.
Follow-up inputs can be defined by applying transformation functions to the source inputs. The use of transformation functions in MRs simplifies the identification of follow-up inputs. In our example, a transformation
function that swaps the last two arguments of the source input can be used to define the follow-up input:
x1 = (G, a, b) ∧ x2 = swapLastArguments(x1 ) → |f (x1 )| = |f (x2 )|

where swapLastArguments is the transformation function.

Definition 3 (Metamorphic Testing - MT). MT consists of the following five steps:
1 Generate one source input (or more if required). In our example, a (random) graph G is generated; two
vertices a and b in G are randomly selected for the source input.
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2 Derive follow-up inputs based on the MR. In our example, the function swapLastArguments is applied
to (G, a, b).
3 Execute the function under test with the source and follow-up inputs to obtain their respective outputs.
In our example, the shortest path function is executed two times with (G, a, b) and (G, b, a).
4 Check whether the results violate the MR. If the MR is violated, then the function under test is faulty.
5 Restart from (1), up to a predefined number of iterations.

2.2.2

Metamorphic Security Testing - MST

The process in Fig. 1 presents an overview of MST, the technique proposed by the University of Luxembourg
to perform security testing by relying on a metamorphic testing approach11 [98]. In Step 1, the engineer
selects, from a catalog of predefined MRs, the relations for the system under test. The MST catalog of MRs
was derived from the testing guidelines [109] edited by OWASP [17]. In addition, the engineer can also
specify new relations by using the Security Metamorphic Relation Language (i.e., MST’s DSL described in
Section 2.2.3). Step 1 is manual. Once the engineer selects and/or specifies MRs, in Step 2, MST automatically
transforms them into executable Java code (Section 2.2.4).
start

List of Predefined
Metamorphic Relations

•••
•••
••

System to
be Tested

•••
•••
••

3

1
Select and Specify
Metamorphic Relations

Execute the Data
Collection Framework

List of
Metamorphic
Relations

2

Source
Inputs

Transform Metamorphic
Relations to Java
Executable
Metamorphic
Relations S(x, y)

4

Execute the Metamorphic
Testing Framework
Test
Results

Figure 1: Overview of MST.

In Step 3, the engineer executes a Web crawler to automatically collect information about the system under test
(e.g., URLs that can be visited by an anonymous user). The crawler determines the structure of the system under test and the actions that trigger the generation of new content on a page. The collected information includes
source inputs for MST. To collect additional information, the engineer can process manually implemented test
scripts, if available. Step 3 does not depend on other steps. Step 3 is presented in Section 2.2.5.
In Step 4, MST automatically loads the source inputs required by the MR and generates follow-up inputs
as described by the relation. After the source and follow-up inputs are executed, their execution results are
checked according to the MR. The details of the step are described in Section 2.2.6.
11

The original MST toolset is available at https://sntsvv.github.io/SMRL/
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Figure 2: An MR for the Bypass Authorization Schema vulnerability.

The MST DSL and the data collection framework can be extended to support new language constructs and data
collection methods. The MST framework can be extended to deal with input interfaces that are not supported
yet (e.g., Silverlight plug-ins [111]) and to load data collected by new data collection methods.
The following sections explain the details of each step in Fig. 1, with a focus on how MST achieves its automation objectives.

2.2.3

SMRL: A DSL for Metamorphic Relations

The MST approach starts with the activity of selecting and specifying MRs (Step 1 in Fig. 1). To enable
specifying new MRs, the MST approach is supported by a DSL called Security Metamorphic Relation Language (SMRL). Engineers can also select MRs for the system under test from the set of predefined MRs (see
Section 2.2.7).
SMRL is an extension of Xbase [57], an expression language provided by Xtext [22]. Xbase specifications
can be translated to Java programs and compiled into executable Java bytecode. MST relies on Xbase since
DSLs extending Xbase inherit the syntax of a Java-like expression language as well as language infrastructure
components, including a parser, a linker, a compiler and an interpreter [57]. These features will facilitate the
adoption of SMRL.
SMRL extends Xbase by introducing (i) a set of data representation functions, (ii) a set of boolean operators to
specify security properties, and (iii) a set of Web-specific functions to express data properties and to transform
data. These functions can also be extended by defining new Java APIs to be invoked in MRs.
Fig. 2 presents an MR written in the SMRL editor. The relation checks whether the URLs dedicated to specific
users can be accessed by other users through a direct request. We use it as a running example in the rest of this
Section.
In the following, we introduce the SMRL grammar, the boolean operators, the data representation functions,
and the Web-specific functions.

SMRL Grammar The SMRL grammar extends the Xbase grammar, which extends the Java 8 grammar.
Each SMRL specification can have an arbitrary number of import declarations which indicate the APIs to be
used in MRs (Line 1 in Fig. 2).
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Table 1: Excerpt of the data functions in SMRL.
Data function
Input(int i)
Action(int i)
Session(int i)
User(int i)
Output(Input i)
Output(Input i, int n)
HttpMethod()
RandomFilePath()

Description
Returns the ith input sequence.
Returns the ith input action.
Returns the ith Web session.
Returns the ith user of the system.
Returns the sequence of outputs generated by Input i.
Returns the output generated by the nth action of Input i.
Returns the name of an HTTP method (e.g., DELETE).
Returns a file system path. We select paths of files in the Web system subfolder, ignoring
images, and replacing symbolic links (e.g., ‘plugins’ is mapped to ‘plugin’ in Jenkins).
Returns a random value of the given type.

RandomValue(Type t)

InputType

input

OutputType

-ID: String

InputSequence

1

-timestamp: Long

1..*

Action
-URL: String
-parameters: Map

Session

1..*

OutputSequence

0..1 -timeout: Long

1

1..*

Output
-html: String
-URL: String

user

User
user

-name: String
-password: String

Figure 3: Metamorphic data classes in SMRL.

A package declaration resembles the Java package structure and can contain one or more MRs. Line 4 in Fig. 2
declares the package owasp, which is is the package for MST MRs. Like in Java, MRs defined in different
SMRL specification files can belong to the same package.
An MR can contain an arbitrary number of XBlock- Expressions, which are nonterminal symbols defined in the Xbase grammar. An XBlockExpression can contain loops, function calls, operators, and other
XBlockExpressions.

Data Representation Functions SMRL provides 18 functions to represent different types of data (i.e.,
system inputs and outputs) in MRs. Data is typically represented by a keyword followed by an index number
used to identify different data items. To keep SMRL simple, data are represented with functions (hereafter data
functions) with capitalized names (e.g., Input(1)). Table 1 presents a subset of the data functions in SMRL.
Each data function returns a data class instance. Fig. 3 presents the SMRL data model where all classes are
subtypes of either InputType or OutputType. InputType represents input data that can be defined to trigger
a certain system behavior. InputSequence represents a sequence of interactions between a user and the
system under test and is consequently associated with Action. Action represents an activity performed by a
user (e.g., requesting a URL). It carries information about actions such as a URL requested by an action and
parameters in the URL query string. Action is associated with Session, which represents a user session in a
Web application; User represents a system user.
A source input is an instance of InputType returned by one of the data functions; a follow-up input is an
instance of InputType modified by means of a Web-specific function (see Section 2.2.3). For example, a
source input might be a sequence of two HTTP requests for user login and user profile visualization. A followup input is the same sequence with login credentials for a different user. Instances of OutputType capture
outputs generated by the system when processing an input; each instance of OutputType is associated with an
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Table 2: Excerpt of the Web-specific functions in SMRL.
Operator
changeCredentials(Input i, User u)
copyActionTo(Input i, int from, int to)
cannotReachThroughGUI( User u, String URL)
isLogin(Action a)
isSupervisorOf(User a,User b)
afterLogin(Action a)
isSignup(Action a)
isError(Output page)
userCanRetrieveContent(User u, Object out)

Description
Creates a copy of the provided input sequence where the credentials of the specified user are
used (e.g., within login actions).
Creates a new input sequence where an action is duplicated in the specified position and the
remaining actions are shifted by one.
Returns true if a URL cannot be reached by the given user by exploring the user interface of
the system (e.g., by traversing anchors).
Returns true if the action performs a login.
Returns true if ‘a’ can access the URLs of ‘b’.
Returns true if the action follows a login.
Returns true if the action registers a new user on the system.
Returns true if the page contains an error message.
Returns true if the output data (i.e., the argument ‘out’) has ever been received in response to
any of the input sequences executed by the given user during data collection.

instance of InputType. The last three functions in Table 1 return predefined/random values. They are used to
redefine attributes of follow-up inputs as described in Section 2.2.6.

Boolean Operators SMRL provides seven boolean operators, i.e., IMPLIES, AND, OR, TRUE, FALSE, NOT
and EQUAL. They enable the definition of metamorphic expressions, which are boolean expressions that should
hold for an MR to be true. A metamorphic expressions is a specific kind of XBlockExpression. Metamorphic
expressions are used to decompose an MR into simple properties. They are defined in a declarative manner,
which is standard practice in MT [135].
The MR in Fig. 2 includes a metamorphic expression using the operator IMPLIES. Since the expression is
within a loop body, the relation holds only if the expression evaluates to true in all the iterations over the input
actions.
The semantics of operators IMPLIES, AND, OR, TRUE, FALSE, and NOT is straightforward. Operator EQUAL,
instead, does not evaluate the equality of two arguments but defines a follow-up input by assigning the second
parameter to the first parameter. Operator EQUAL acts as an equality operator only when its first parameter refers
to an input that has already been used in previous expressions of the MR. Otherwise, it acts as an assignment
operator. In Fig. 2, operator EQUAL defines the follow-up input Input(2) as a modified copy of Input(1).

Web-Specific Functions MRs for security testing often capture complex properties of Web systems that
cannot be expressed with simple boolean or arithmetic operators. Therefore, SMRL provides a set of functions
that capture typical properties of Web systems and that alter Web data. Table 2 describes a portion of the 30
Web-specific functions in SMRL [26]. Each function is provided as a method of the SMRL API. Engineers can
specify additional functions as Java methods. The new functions can be used in SMRL thanks to the underlying
Xtext framework.
The MR in Fig. 2 uses the Web-specific functions cannotReachThroughGUI, isSupervisorOf, isError
and changeCredentials. The relation indicates that the same sequence of actions should provide different
outputs when performed by two different users under a condition. The condition is that one of the two users
cannot access one of the requested URLs by browsing the GUI of the system. In other words, if the system
does not provide a URL to a user through its GUI, then the user should not be allowed to access the URL.
Also, to avoid false alarms, the user who cannot access the URL from the GUI, indicated as User(2) in Fig. 2,
should not be a supervisor with access to all the resources of the other user, i.e., User(1). Finally, the MR
avoids source inputs that return an error message to User(1) because, for these inputs, it is not possible to
characterize the output that should be observed for User(2), who, indeed, may observe the same error, a
different error, or an empty page.
In Fig. 2, function cannotReachThroughGUI checks if the URL of the current action cannot be reached
from the GUI (Line 9). Function isSupervisorOf checks if User(2) is not a supervisor of User(1) (Line
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Figure 4: Java code generated from the MR in Fig. 2.

10). Function isError returns true if an output page contains an error message, based on a configurable
regular expression (Line 11). Function changeCredentials creates a copy of a provided input sequence
using different credentials. It is invoked to define the follow-up input (Line 12). Data function Output executes
the sequence of actions in an input sequence (e.g., requests a sequence of URLs) and returns the output of the
ith action.

2.2.4

SMRL to Java transformation

SMRL specifications are automatically transformed into Java code (Step 2 in Fig. 1). To this end, MST relies
on an extension of the Xbase compiler (hereafter SMRL compiler). Each MR is transformed into a Java class
with the name of the relation and its package. The generated classes extend class MR and implement its method
mr.
Method mr executes the metamorphic expressions in the MR. It returns true if the relation holds and false
otherwise. To do so, the SMRL compiler transforms each boolean operator into a set of nested IF conditions.
For example, for operator IMPLIES, the generated code returns false when the first parameter is true and the
second one is false. For the case in which the MR holds, the SMRL compiler generates a statement that returns
true at the end of mr.
Fig. 4 shows the Java code generated from the relation in Fig. 2. A loop control structure is generated from the
loop instruction in the relation (Line 7). The loop body contains the Java code generated from the metamorphic
expression using operator IMPLIES (Lines 10-24). The first IF condition checks whether the first parameter of
operator IMPLIES holds (Lines 10-13). The nested IF block checks whether the second parameter of IMPLIES
holds (Line 17). If the expression does not hold, mr returns false (Line 20). The relation holds only if all the
expressions in the loop hold. Therefore, the SMRL compiler generates a return true statement after the loop
body (Line 25). Calls to the methods ifThenBlock and expressionPass are used to erase the generated
follow-up inputs at each iteration.
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Step 1: Crawl the system under test
A1
A2
save
Crawljax

A4

A3

Step 2: Derive source inputs
Input(1) A1,A2
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Input(3) A1,A4

exercise
A5

Web System
Under Test

A7

Input(5) A5,A7
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Crawljax graphs

Graph edges legend

Input(4) A5,A6

A6

User(2) id="devel",pwd="abc"

Action Action Element
ID
Type

URL

data

A1

CLICK DIV[1]/BUTTON[1]

me.com/login

id="tester"; pwd="123"

A2

CLICK DIV[2]/TABLE[1]/A[1] me.com/stats

A3

CLICK DIV[2]/TABLE[1]/A[2] me.com/startSlave session={...}

A4

CLICK DIV[2]/TABLE[1]/A[3] me.com/profile

session={...}

A5

CLICK DIV[1]/BUTTON[1]

id="devel"; pwd="abc"
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session={...}

A7

CLICK DIV[2]/TABLE[1]/A[2] me.com/profile

session={...}

me.com/login

session={...}

Figure 5: Data collection with a simplified example.

2.2.5

Data Collection

To automatically derive source inputs (Step 3 in Fig. 1), MST relies on an extension of the Crawljax Web
crawler [108, 107]. Crawljax explores the user interface of a Web system (e.g., by requesting URLs in HTML
anchors or by entering text in HTML forms). It generates a graph whose nodes represent the system states
reached through the user interface, and whose edges capture the action performed to reach a given state (e.g.,
clicking on a button). Crawljax detects the system states based on the content of the displayed page. Our
extension relies on the edit distance to distinguish the system states [94]. We keep a cache of the HTML page
associated to each state detected by Crawljax. When a new page is loaded, our extension computes the edit
distance between the loaded page and all the pages associated to the different system states. When the distance
is below a given threshold (5% of the page length), we assume that two pages belong to the same state. If a
page does not belong to any state, Crawljax adds a new state to the graph. Crawling stops when no more states
are encountered, or when a timeout is reached.
The MST Crawljax extensions enable replicating and modifying portions of a crawling session. In addition
to (i) the Crawljax actions and (ii) the XPath of the elements targeted by the actions (e.g., a button clicked
on), our extension records (iii) the URLs requested by the actions, (iv) the data in the HTML forms, and (v)
the background URL requests. These additional data enable, for example, replicating modified portions of
crawling sessions that request URLs not appearing in the last Web page returned by the system. To crawl the
system under test, the MST extended Crawljax requires only its URL and a list of credentials.
Fig. 5 exemplifies the data collection steps. First, Crawljax generates the graphs of the system under test.
Second, we automatically derive source inputs from the graphs. For example, an input sequence is a path from
the root to a leaf of a Crawljax graph in a depth-first traversal. Third, the SMRL functions query the source
inputs (see Section 2.2.6). For example, Input(i) returns the ith input sequence; User(i) returns the ith
unique login credentials in the input sequences.
In addition to Crawljax, MST also processes manually implemented test scripts to generate additional source
inputs. It processes test scripts based on the Selenium framework [20] and derives a source input from each
script. MST relies on test scripts to exercise complex interaction sequences not triggered by Crawljax. Crawl-
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Figure 6: An example JUnit test case to select and execute MRs.

jax, instead, performs an almost exhaustive exploration of the Web interface, which is typically not done by
test scripts. Engineers can reuse scripts developed for functional testing or define new ones.

2.2.6

Execution of Metamorphic Relations

MST automatically performs testing based on the executable MRs in Java and the data collected by the
data collection framework (Step 4 in Fig. 1). The MST testing framework relies on the JUnit framework [16] to integrate MT into traditional testing environments. To select MRs to be executed, the engineer needs to write a JUnit test case. Fig. 6 presents a JUnit test case selecting multiple MRs (e.g.,
OTG_AUTHZ_002, OTG_AUTHN_004, and OTG_AUTHN_010) through function test. MRs need to be
copied in the workspace (see the files with extension .smrl in the project explorer window in Fig. 6) and
referred to in the JUnit test case (see TestJenkins.java in Fig. 6). MST provides a Java class, MRBaseTest
(Line 26 in Fig. 6), which extends the JUnit framework with utility functions to facilitate the selection of MRs.
Method setUpBeforeClass is used to specify the configuration for WebOperationsProvider (Lines
30-34), i.e., the component in charge of loading source inputs.
MRs are executed as standard JUnit [16] test classes through the Eclipse [14] user interface or the console wrapper. Each MR is treated as a distinct JUnit test case (Lines 42-57 in Fig. 6). For each MR, class MRBaseTest
automatically invokes our MT algorithm that executes the MR.
Fig. 7 presents the MT algorithm used by MST. The algorithm takes as input an MR and a data provider
exposing the collected data (source inputs). The MT algorithm first processes the bytecode of the MR to
identify the types of source inputs referenced by the relation (e.g., Input and User). To do so, function
extractSourceInputTypes (Line 2) identifies the calls to the data representation functions using the ASM
static analysis framework [1]. The MT algorithm ensures that each source input is used in at least one execution and that all possible source input combinations are stressed during the execution of the relation (e.g., all
available URLs with all configured users). This is achieved by function iterateOverInputTypes (Line 3).
The function iterates over all available items for a given input type (e.g., all available users) and is recursively
invoked for each input type in the MR.
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Require: MR, the bytecode of the metamorphic relation to be executed
Require: dataProvider, an object that exposes the data collected by the crawlers
Ensure: Failures, a list of failing executions with contextual information
1: function E XECUTE M ETAMORPHIC T ESTING(MR, dataProvider)
2:
srcTypes ← extractSourceInputTypes(MR)
3:
iterateOverInputTypes(MR, dataProvider, 0, dataTypes)
4:
return Failures
5: end function
6: function ITERATE OVER I NPUT T YPES(MR, dataProvider, i, dataTypes)
7:
while dataProvider.hasMoreViews(dataTypes[i]) do
8:
dataProvider.nextView(dataTypes[i])
9:
if (i < dataTypes.lenght) then //need to iterate over other types
10:
iterateOverInputTypes(MR,dataProvider, i+1,srcTypes)
11:
else //we have set a view for every input type in the relation
12:
result = MR.run() //execute the metamorphic relation
13:
if ( result == false) //the MR does not hold
14:
addFailure(Failures,dataProvider) //trace the failure
15:
end if
16:
end while
17: end function
Figure 7: Metamorphic testing algorithm.

Function iterateOverInputTypes is driven by the methods exposed by the data provider (Lines 7 and 8).
The data provider works as a circular array that provides, in each iteration of iterateOverInputTypes, a
different view on the collected data. For N input items of a given type (e.g., User), function nextView (Line 8)
generates N different views with items shifted by one position.
After the views are generated, the MR is executed (Line 12). The algorithm generates follow-up inputs from the
source inputs at each invocation of operator EQUAL. For example, in Fig. 2, operator EQUAL makes Input(2)
refer to a copy of the input sequence returned by function changeCredentials.
If the MR does not hold (Lines 13 and 14), function addFailure stores the failure context information (i.e.,
source-inputs, follow-up inputs, and system outputs). MST reports only failures that perform HTTP requests
(e.g., accessing a URL) not generated by input sequences that led to previously reported failures. Therefore, it
reduces the time spent to manually analyze failures triggered by distinct follow-up inputs exercising the same
vulnerability.
Function nextView is iteratively invoked until all the items of a given input type are processed (Line 7).
This guarantees that all input item combinations are used. For the data functions providing random values,
nextView returns 100 different views by default. Since this may lead to combinatorial explosion, we test each
MR for a maximum of 24 hours.
Fig. 8 exemplifies the execution of the relation in Fig. 2. The table on the left represents the sequence of
functions invoked by our algorithm. In this example, two views for User are inspected for each view of
Input. The first two invocations of MR.run return true (not shown in Fig. 8) because the login and stats pages
have been accessed by both users devel and tester and thus the implication holds. The third invocation of
MR.run returns false because the output page for the startSlave URL is the same for the two input sequences
and thus the relation does not hold. To determine if Web pages are equal, we rely on edit distance.

2.2.7

Catalog of Metamorphic Relations

The original MST work [98] includes a catalog of MRs that has been derived from the activities described in
the OWASP book on security testing [109]. The book provides detailed descriptions of 90 testing activities
(hereafter OWASP security testing activities) for Web systems; each OWASP security testing activity targets
a specific vulnerability. For example, for the bypass authorization schema vulnerability, OWASP suggests to
collect links in administrative interfaces and to directly access the corresponding URLs by using credentials of
other users. Based on this suggestion, the MR in Fig. 2 has been defined.
Since we can perform some of the OWASP security testing activities in multiple ways (e.g, we may discover
bypass authorization vulnerabilities by directly accessing a reserved URL not provided by the GUI or by
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Sequence of functions
Content of the views generated by the different
calls to method 'nextView'
invoked by the metamorphic
testing algorithm
Call # Input Type
i-th item
iterateOverInputTypes(..,1,..)
[1]
Input
<A1,A2>
<A1,A3> <A1,A4>
nextView("Input")
[1]
[2]
User
<"devel">
<"tester">
iterateOverInputTypes(..,2,..)
[3]
User
<"tester">
<"devel">
nextView("User")
[2]
[4]
Input
<A1,A3>
<A1,A4> <A1,A2>
MR.run()
[5]
User
<"devel">
<"tester">
[3]
nextView("User")
MR.run()

Method calls and data generated within 'MR.run()'
[4] Input(1) → <A1,A2>
iterateOverInputTypes(..,2,..) User(2) → <"devel">
cannotReachThroughGUI(<"devel">,"../login")→false
nextView("User")
[5]
cannotReachThroughGUI(<"devel">,"../startSlave")→true
MR.run()
changeCredentials(..)→<{"../login";user="devel";pwd=... >
addFailure()
Input(2) →<{"../login";user="devel";pwd="abc"},...>
Output(Input(1),2) → <HTMLofStartSlave>
nextView("User")
Output(Input(2),2) → <HTMLofStartSlave>
...
return false
nextView("Input")

Legend:

f(..) : function → val : returned value/object

< .. > : complex data type with nested fields

Figure 8: Example data processing for the relation in Fig. 2.

accessing a URL after changing some additional URL parameter values), we have more than one relation
for each of those activities. Also, not all the activities mentioned in the OWASP book benefit from MT (for
example, some of these activities require inspection of source code). The MST catalog includes 22 MRs which
automate 16 OWASP activities. Table 3 provides the list of MRs in our catalog grouped according to the
OWASP testing activity they aim to automate.
The relations in our catalog rely on the following observation. We perform security testing using follow-up
inputs that cannot be generated by interacting with the GUI of the system but conform with the input format
of the system and match its configuration (e.g., the URLs requested by the unauthorized user refer to existing
system resources). MST inherits from mutational fuzzing [157] the idea of generating follow-up inputs by
altering valid source inputs. However, to generate valid inputs that match the system configuration, MST
does not rely on random values. Instead, MST modifies source inputs using the data provided by the SMRL
Web-specific functions, which return domain-specific information (e.g., protocol names) and crawled data.
Finally, by capturing properties of the output generated by the source and follow-up inputs, MST identifies
vulnerabilities that cannot be detected with implicit oracles.
Table 4 presents an excerpt from the MST catalog with a description of each MR. The entire catalog is available
for download [26]. All the MRs are expressed using an implication (operator IMPLIES). Operator EQUAL is
used to define follow-up inputs. It indicates that the follow-up input (typically Input(2)) is a copy of the
source input (usually Input(1)) except for the differences made by the function calls following the operator.
For example, in OTG_AUTHN_001, the follow-up input is equal to the source input except for one action of the
input sequence which should be performed on the HTTP channel.
All the MRs include a loop, which enables defining multiple follow-up inputs by iteratively modifying different
actions of the source input. For example, OTG_AUTHN_001 works with all the login actions observed in the
source input sequence. Function isLogin() returns true only if the current action performs a login; otherwise,
the implication trivially holds, and no follow-up input is generated.
In the MST catalog, the right-hand side of the implication usually captures the relation between the outputs
of the source and follow-up inputs. For instance, according to OTG_AUTHN_001, the output for the follow-up
input (which performs a login on the unencrypted HTTP channel) should be different from the output for the
source input because it should not be possible to login using the HTTP channel.
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Table 3: Catalog of MRs provided with MST

OWASP testing activity
Testing for Credentials Transported over an Encrypted Channel
Testing for Bypassing Authentication Schema
Testing for Weaker Authentication in Alternative Channel
Testing Directory traversal/file include
Testing for Bypassing Authorization Schema
Testing for Privilege Escalation
Testing for Insecure Direct Object References
Test Number of Times a Function Can be Used Limits
Test HTTP Strict Transport Security
Testing for Weak Encryption
Testing for HTTP Verb Tampering
Testing for HTTP Parameter pollution
Testing for Session Fixation
Testing for Logout Functionality
Test Session Timeout
Testing for Session puzzling

2.2.8

MR ID
OTG_AUTHN_001
OTG_AUTHN_004
OTG_AUTHN_010
OTG_AUTHZ_001a and OTG_AUTHZ_001b
OTG_AUTHZ_002,
OTG_AUTHZ_002a,
OTG_AUTHZ_002b,
OTG_AUTHZ_002c, OTG_AUTHZ_002d, and OTG_AUTHZ_002e
OTG_AUTHZ_003
OTG_AUTHZ_004
OTG_BUSLOGIC_005
OTG_CONFIG_007
OTG_CRYPST_004
OTG_INPVAL_003
OTG_INPVAL_004
OTG_SESS_003
OTG_SESS_006
OTG_SESS_007
OTG_SESS_008

MST-related work

MST aims to address the limitations of security testing approaches. Indeed, MST supports oracle automation thanks to MRs that can precisely capture the relations between inputs and outputs. Considerable research has been devoted to developing MT approaches for various domains such as computer
graphics (e.g., [106, 66, 81, 89]), simulation (e.g., [48, 55, 118]), Web services (e.g., [41, 139, 158]),
embedded systems (e.g., [145, 39, 88, 77]), compilers (e.g., [141, 91]), variability and decision support
(e.g.,[134, 133, 129, 87]), bioinformatics (e.g., [46, 124, 125]), numerical programs (e.g., [45, 24]), and machine learning (e.g., [152, 117]). For instance, Chat et al. [40, 41] present an MT approach for Service-Oriented
Applications (SOA). Their approach encapsulates the services under test, execute source and follow–up test
cases, and check their results. Segura et al. [134, 133] provide a test data generation technique using MRs for
feature model analysis tools. The technique automatically generates test cases using stepwise transformations
that ensure that MRs hold at each step.
Although there is considerable research devoted to MT, very little attention has been paid to its application to
security testing [132]. Preliminary applications of MT to security testing [43] focus on the functional testing
of security components (i.e., verifying the output of code obfuscators and the rendering of login interfaces)
and the verification of low-level properties broken by specific security bugs (e.g., the heartbleed bug [140]
which affects the relation between the size of the payload data field of an SSL message and the length declared
in the same message). Although these works show the feasibility of MT for security testing, they focus on a
narrow set of vulnerabilities and do not automate the generation of executable metamorphic test cases, which
are manually implemented based on the identified MRs. In contrary, MST supports the specification of MRs
for various vulnerabilities and automates the generation of executable metamorphic test cases from the MRs.
Although MT is highly automatable, a high number of MT works in the literature have the main contribution
as a case study on the application of MT to specific testing problems [132]. For instance, Kuo et al. [88] report
a case study on the use of metamorphic testing for the detection of faults in a wireless metering system. Ding
et al. [55] present a case study on the detection of faults in a Monte Carlo modeling program for the simulation
of photon propagation. Chen et al. [45] present yet another case study on the application of MT to programs
implementing partial differential equations. These works do not provide any systematic method to specify MRs
with proper tool support. Very few approaches provide proper tool support enabling engineers to write systemlevel MRs [132]. These few approaches require that MRs be defined either as Java methods [159] or pre-/postconditions [116], which limit the adoption of MT to verify system-level security properties. Furthermore,
since MRs often employ a declarative notation, the use of an imperative language may force engineers to
invest additional effort to translate abstract, declarative MRs. To avoid the additional effort, we propose our
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Table 4: Excerpt of the MST metamorphic relation catalog for security testing.
OTG-AUTHN-001: Testing for credentials transported over an encrypted channel

Description: A login operation should not succeed if performed
on the http channel. The 1st parameter of the operator IMPLIES
is a
boolean expression with three clauses joined with logical conjunctions. The 1st clause checks if the current action performs
a login. The 2nd clause defines the follow-up input. The 3rd
clause changes the channel of the login action in the follow-up
input. The 2nd parameter of IMPLIES checks if the output generated by the login operation is different in the two cases.

OTG-AUTHZ-001: Testing for directory traversal/file include

Description: A file path passed in a parameter should never enable a user to access data that is not provided by the user interface.
This metamorphic relation contains two nested loops; the first iterates over the actions in the input sequence, the second iterates
over the parameters of the action. The 1st parameter of the operator IMPLIES is a boolean expression with two clauses joined
with a logical conjunction. The 1st clause defines a follow-up
input that is a copy of the source input. The 2nd clause set the
value of a parameter to a random file path. The 2nd parameter
of IMPLIES verifies the result. It is implemented as an OR operation where the 1st parameter verifies that the follow-up input
leads to an error page. The 2nd parameter deals with the case
in which the generated request is valid, and verifies that the returned content is something that the user has the right to access.
The framework evaluates the MR as many times as needed to
provide 100 different random file paths to the parameters of the
action in the position pos.
Description: A signup action should always lead to a new session ID, even when performed by a user who is already loggedin. This
metamorphic relation contains two nested loops iterating over
the actions of two distinct source input sequences (i.e.,
Input(1) and Input(2) ). The first loop looks for a signup
action (i.e., ‘signup’), the second looks for an action (i.e., ‘f’)
following a login. The 1st parameter of the operator IMPLIES
is a boolean expression with three clauses joined with a logical
conjunction. The 1st clause checks if we are in the presence of
a signup action. The 2nd clause checks if the action ‘f’ follows
a login. The 3rd clause defines a follow-up input by copying the
signup action after the action ‘f’ in the source input Input(2).
The 2nd parameter of IMPLIES verifies the result by checking
that the session ID following the signup action is different than
the one of the previous page.

OTG-SESS-003: Testing for session fixation

DSL as part of MST (see Section 2.2.3). Segura et al. [130, 131] propose a template-based approach for the
description of MRs. The proposed template aims to ease communication among practitioners. It does not
support security-related language constructs. There is also no automated support to transform template-based
MRs into executable test cases.
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Figure 9: MCP Overview

Misuse Case Programming (MCP) is an approach developed by the University of Luxembourg to automatically
generate security vulnerability test cases from misuse case specifications [99]; it is supported by an automated
prototype toolset12 [100]. Fig. 9 presents an overview of the approach. In Step 1, the user manually elicits
misuse cases according to the Restricted Misuse Case Modeling (RMCM) template [97] that includes keywords
to support the extraction of control flow information.
Once security requirements are captured in the form of misuse cases, MCP automatically checks whether the
misuse case specifications conform to the RMCM template. If any inconsistency is detected, the MCP toolset
reports these inconsistencies.
In Step 2, MCP processes the misuse case specifications once they are deemed consistent. It automatically
generates executable test cases and test input files from the misuse case specifications and a test driver API that
implements basic security testing activities (e.g., requesting a URL or starting a network sniffing tool). In Step
3, the user provides input values for the generated test input files to be used during testing. In the rest of this
section, we elaborate on each step in Fig. 9.

2.3.1

Elicitation of Misuse Cases

The user elicits misuse cases based on the RMCM method. RMCM extends the Restricted Use Case Modeling
(RUCM) method [155, 151, 69, 71, 70] to support the specification of security requirements in an analyzable
form [97].
RMCM provides a template that characterizes basic and alternative flows in misuse cases. A basic threat
flow describes a nominal scenario for a malicious actor to harm the system (Lines 4 - 13 in Fig. 10). It
contains misuse case steps and a postcondition. Alternative flows capture failed attacks (e.g., Lines 21 - 26),
while alternative threat flows describe alternative attack scenarios. For instance, in Lines 14 - 20, the specific
alternative threat flow SATF1 describes another successful attack scenario where the resource contains a role
parameter. A specific alternative flow always depends on a specific step of the reference flow, specified by
the RFS keyword. The IF .. THEN keyword describes the conditions under which alternative flows are
taken (e.g., Line 16). The RMCM keywords are used to specify actors (e.g., MALICIOUS user), successful
attacks (e.g., EXPLOIT), attack patterns (e.g., PROVIDE SQLI VALUES) and control flow (e.g., FOREACH).
All other terms in a specification are freely selected by the user.
12

The original MCP toolset is available at https://sntsvv.github.io/MCP/
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

MISUSE CASE Bypass Authorization Schema
Description The MALICIOUS user accesses resources that are dedicated to a user with a different role.
Precondition For each role available on the system, the MALICIOUS user has a list of credential of users with
that role, plus a list functions/resources that cannot be accessed with that role.
Basic Threat Flow
1. FOREACH role
2. The MALICIOUS user sends username and password to the system through the login page
3. FOREACH resource
4. The MALICIOUS user requests the resource from the system.
5. The system sends a response page to the MALICIOUS user.
6. The MALICIOUS user EXPLOITS the system using the response page and the role.
7. ENDFOR
8. ENDFOR
Postcondition: The MALICIOUS user has executed a function dedicated to a user with different role.
Specific Alternative Threat Flow (SATF1)
RFS 4.
1. IF the resource contains a role parameter in the URL THEN
2. The MALICIOUS user modifies the role values in the URL.
3. RESUME STEP 4.
4. ENDIF.
Postcondition: The MALICIOUS user has modified the URL.
Specific Alternative Flow (SAF1)
RFS 6
1. IF the response page contains an error message THEN
2. RESUME STEP 7.
3. ENDIF.
Postcondition The malicious user cannot access the resource dedicated to users with a different role.
Figure 10: ‘Bypass Authorization Schema’ misuse case specification.

MCP is provided with a set of predefined misuse case specifications derived from the OWASP testing guidelines [109]. They can be reused (or adapted) across projects; in addition, the user can write new, system specific
misuse cases.

2.3.2

Automated Generation of Security Vulnerability Test Cases

MCP takes as input a test driver API and misuse case specifications to automatically generate security vulnerability test cases. To generate test cases, MCP borrows some concepts from natural language programming,
referring to techniques automatically producing software programs (e.g., executable test cases) from specifications in Natural Language (NL) [27, 123]. More precisely, MCP includes an initial Natural Language Processing (NLP) step where it automatically derives, from each misuse case specification, a misuse case model that
captures the control flow of the activities described in the specification. As part of natural language programming, it translates the derived models into sequences of executable instructions (e.g., invocations of the test
driver API’s functions) that implement malicious activities. To do so, MCP adapts the idea, developed by other
works [103, 92, 68, 90], of combining similarity measures and ontologies [65]. Similar to other natural language programming techniques, MCP automatically builds an ontology that captures the structure of the given
test driver API. It generates executable instructions by looking for nodes in the ontology similar to phrases in
misuse case steps.
The process in Fig. 11 presents an overview of the MCP approach for automated generation of executable test
cases. MCP takes as input a set of misuse case specifications and a test driver API implementing the functions
required to test the system (e.g., functions that load URLs). The MCP tool includes a generic test driver API
for Web testing that is extendable for system-specific operations.
MCP generates as output a set of executable security test cases that rely on the provided test driver API to
perform the malicious activities described in the misuse case specifications.
An essential component of the approach is an automatically populated ontology (hereafter MCP ontology).
An ontology is a graph that captures the types, properties, and relationships of a set of individuals (i.e., the
basic blocks of an ontology). MCP uses the ontology (i) to model the target programming language and test
infrastructure concepts (Label A in Fig. 11), (ii) to capture the relationships and structure of the classes of the
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Misuse Case Specifications
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Legend:
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Figure 11: Automated generation of executable test cases with MCP.

test driver API (Label B), (iii) to capture the relationships between inputs (Label D), and (iv) to represent the
variables declared in the generated test case (Label F). We employ an OWL ontology [21] because it provides
simple means to query the modeled data.
To generate security vulnerability test cases from misuse case specifications, MCP works in four phases. In
Phase 1, Map the test driver API to the MCP ontology, MCP processes the test driver API and augments the
MCP ontology with the individuals representing the classes and functions in the given test driver API (Labels
A and B). In Phase 2, Generate misuse case models, MCP uses an NLP pipeline to derive models that explicitly
capture the control flow implicitly described in misuse case specifications (Label C).
In Phase 3, Identify test inputs, MCP determines the inputs to be sent to the system. It first identifies the input
entities and augments the MCP ontology with individuals capturing relations between inputs (Label D). It then
generates a configuration file filled in by engineers with input values to be used during test execution (Label E).
MCP can automatically generate input values when these values can be derived based on predefined strategies
(e.g., grammars to derive inputs for code injection attacks [144, 23]).
In Phase 4, Generate executable test cases, MCP automatically generates executable test cases from the misuse
case models (Labels C and G). Each test case follows the control flow in the corresponding misuse case model.
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For each step in the model, it executes an operation implemented by the given test driver API. MCP employs a
natural language programming solution to map each step in the misuse case model to an operation exposed by
the test driver API. More specifically, this solution maps NL commands (i.e., sentences in misuse case steps) to
objects and methods in the provided API by retrieving information from the MCP ontology (Label F). Mapping
is based on string distance and identification of synonyms (i.e., MCP similarity measures). MCP augments the
ontology with individuals matching the variables declared in the test case.
MCP automatically determines test input entities, input relationships, and values to be assigned to input entities.
It expects that input entities appear in misuse case steps with a verb in which one or more entities are sent to
the system by an actor (e.g., The malicious user provides an anomalous weight to the system). It employs
Semantic Role Labeling (SRL) [78], which automatically determines the roles played by words in a sentence,
to identify misuse case steps that describe the action of sending an entity to a destination. For test oracles,
MCP automatically generates source code from misuse case condition steps checking erroneous outputs and
from misuse case steps indicating that the malicious user can exploit a vulnerability.
MCP generates, for each misuse case, an executable test case, a JSON test input file without input values (see
Fig. 12), and some configuration files for the test driver API (see Fig. 13).
Configuration files are used to configure general purpose test API methods for a specific system. For Web systems, these methods send inputs to the system through a Web page. MCP automatically generates configuration
files for these methods.
Each generated test case is a Python class implementing a run method executing the malicious activities
described in a given misuse case. Fig. 14 shows part of the test case generated from the misuse case in Fig. 10.
MCP declares and initializes the variables system, maliciousUser and inputs (Lines 3 - 5). The
variable system refers to an instance of the class System whose methods trigger the functions of the system
under test (e.g., request). The variable maliciousUser refers to the test class simulating the malicious
user behavior. The variable inputs refers to a dictionary populated with input values in the JSON input file.
The instructions in the test case (e.g., a call to an API method) are selected based on string similarity between
the phrases in the misuse case steps and the variables, methods and parameters of the test driver API.

2.3.3

Providing Input and Configuration Values

The user provides input values for the generated JSON input file. The generated input file reflects the relations
between input entities in the misuse case (see Fig. 12). Fig. 15 shows example input values for the JSON input
file in Fig. 12.
Simple inputs are represented as key-value pairs; complex inputs are given as a list of dictionaries (e.g., role
in Fig. 12). A complex input is generated every time an input entity (e.g., role) is referred to in an iteration
(i.e., a step containing the keyword FOREACH) because the body of iterations typically contains activities that
provide a set of related inputs to the system (e.g., username and password). Every input entity referred
to in the body of the iteration is captured by a key-value pair (e.g., the case for the key username). Nested
{"role": [
{
"password": "REPLACE-THIS-STRING",
"role": "REPLACE-THIS-STRING",
"username": "REPLACE-THIS-STRING"
"resource": [
{
"resource": "REPLACE-THIS-STRING",
"error_message": "REPLACE-THIS-STRING",
"role_values": "REPLACE-THIS-STRING",
"the_resource_contains_the_role_parameter_in_the_URL": "PUT-EXECUTABLE-CODE",
"the_resource_contains_the_role_parameter_in_the_HTTP_post_data": "PUT...
},
ADD-MORE-ENTRIES
],
},
ADD-MORE-ENTRIES
]
}

Figure 12: Input file generated by MCP.
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"URL" : "http://link_to_the_page",
"Position" : "Choose POST-data, URL or BOTH",
"username" : "USERNAME_id_in_the_page",
"password" : "PASSWORD_id_in_the_page",
"Others" : ["list_of_other_parameters"]
Figure 13: Configuration file generated to send inputs through to the login page.

Figure 14: Part of test case automatically generated from misuse case specification ’Bypass Authorization Schema’ in Table 10.

iterations are captured by nested lists of dictionaries (e.g., the case of resources), since they usually describe
groups of activities working on additional sets of related inputs. A special type of input are the values evaluated
in conditional statements in specifications (e.g., the case of the_resource_contains...) as, for these
values, the user can provide either a boolean value (e.g., TRUE) or a Python expression to be evaluated at
runtime.
Configuration files are generated to match input entities in misuse cases and input parameters of Web pages of
the system (see Fig. 13). Fig.16 shows the values provided to the configuration file in Fig. 13.
{"role": [
{
"role": "Doctor",
"username": "phu@mymail.lu"
"password": "testPassword1",
"resource": [
{
"resource": "http://www.icare247.eu/?q=micare_invite&accountID=11"
"error_message": "error",
"the_resource_contains_the_role_parameter_in_the_URL": False,
},
{
"resource": "http://www.icare247.eu/?q=micare_skype/config&clientID=36"
...
}, ], }
{
"role": "Patient",
. . .
Figure 15: Part of the JSON file in Fig. 12 with input values.
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"URL" : "http://www.icare247.eu/?q=micare_user_login",
"Position" : "POST-data",
"password" : "passwd",
"username" : "email",
"Others" : ["op", "form_build_id", "form_id"]

Figure 16: Values provided to the configuration file in Fig.13

The test case is executed using the Python interpreter. During execution, the test case loads the inputs and
configuration values from the JSON files and invokes the test driver API functions when needed. Vulnerabilities
are reported by the test driver API method exploit (Line 28 in Fig. 14).
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Figure 17: COSMOS security testing solution.

3

COSMOS Security Testing Toolset Architecture

In this Section we recall the architecture of the COSMOS Security Testing Toolset, which has been described
in deliverable D2.1. The COSMOS Security Testing Toolset architecture is depicted in Figure 17.
The COSMOS security testing solution consists of three components that automate (1) metamorphic security
testing (MST component), (2) misuse case programming (MCP component), and (3) metamorphic testing
optimization (MST optimizer). Their interactions are shown in Figure 17. As further shown in Figure 17, they
perform security testing of the software under test (SUT) by automatically generating inputs and by verifying
outputs at the system level. They shall report the list of vulnerabilities detected. In Figure 17 we also show that
MRs can be implemented by a software engineer within its development environment using the MST SMRL
Eclipse plugin13 .
In COSMOS, MST is used to discover unknown vulnerabilities by relying on MRs covering a large set of
vulnerability types (COSMOS MRs in Figure 17), including CPS-specific ones. This report mainly focus on
the extensions to MST developed during the reported period. Precisely, the COSMOS consortium has focussed
on the definition of an extended catalog of MRs (described in Section 4.2) and has extended the MST toolset
to include all the features required to implement the extended catalog of MRs (described in Section 4.1).
Although MST addresses the oracle problem (see Section 2.2.2) and automates the identification of test inputs (it relies on a Web crawler for source inputs and automated generation of follow-up inputs), it might be
inefficient. The metamorphic testing optimizer, which is part of future COSMOS developments, will rely on
machine learning to improve MST efficiency. First, it will derive source inputs based on execution data collected during other testing campaigns (e.g., functional) or in the field. Second, it will determine the subset of
source inputs to be used during metamorphic testing; for example, it may rely on reinforcement learning to determine, based on historical data, which source inputs enable the discovery of a vulnerability (e.g., the ones
13

The SMRL Eclipse plugin is available for download at https://github.com/SNTSVV/SMRL_
EclipsePlugin/
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covering diverse instruction sets or the ones already successful in previous executions). Third, it will rely on
the automated identification of properties of execution data to derive new metamorphic relations.
MCP is a technique that automatically generates executable security test cases mimicking security attacks. It
processes attack descriptions in natural language, thus enabling all the stakeholders to understand the attack
specifications. However, differently from MST, it requires manual specification of inputs and oracles. For this
reason, within the COSMOS project, which puts a large emphasis on testing automation, MCP will be used
only to automate testing for documented software misuses not covered by MST. The COSMOS extensions to
MCP concern known limitations of the tool and are described in Section 5.
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4

Metamorphic Security Testing: Extended MST Component

COSMOS developed an extension of the MST toolset that enables the identification of a large proportion of the
vulnerability types that are reported in the MITRE Common Weaknesses Enumeration catalog [3] and concern
Web systems (i.e., systems with a user interface that can be accessed through a Web-browser). COSMOS
has focused on Web systems because they are often used to access and control CPSs. An example is the
COSMOS use case SOMATOM go scanner system provided by the Siemens (see COSMOS deliverable D2.1),
which is configured through a Web interface usually configured through a private LAN. Another example is
Webmin, which is a web-based interface for system administration for Unix. Webmin is extensively used for
setting up Ubuntu [146] and, in general, OS derived from Debian [61], such as Raspian for Rasperry PI14 [67].
For example, INTELLIGENTIA, one of the COSMOS partners, uses Webmin extensively for its internal IT
resources; in general, Webmin is widely adopted in industry to manage embedded OSs.
In the following, we describe our extended MST toolset (Section 4.1) and discuss the empirical assessment
performed to determine the extent to which MST can discover known vulnerability types, which led to the
definition of an extended catalog of MRs (Section 4.2). Finally, in Section 4.3 we report about a preliminary
study concerning the application of MST to the automotive context.

4.1

Extended MST Features

In this section we describe the functionalities introduced into the MST toolset to enable the definition of
the extended catalog of MRs described in Section 4.2. Detailed information about the vulnerability types
discovered by our extended catalog of MRs are provided in Appendix A.
Our extension for the MST toolset does not concern the grammar of the Security Metamorphic Relation Language (SMRL, see Section 2.2.3) but the supporting functions and the framework to execute MRs; in other
words, our changes concerned not the SMRL Eclipse plugin but what was previously referred to as SMRL library, which in COSMOS is simply referred to as MST component. The extended SMRL library includes
10950 lines of code, 66 Java classes, and 1118 methods.
In the following, we provide a description of the main extensions performed, grouped into macro-categories.

OS support The extended MST framework can be executed both on Windows and on Unix-like (Linux and
OsX) operating systems.

Browser support The extended MST framework can perform testing of a Web system using either Google
Chrome or Mozilla Firefox.

Support for stateful MRs The extended MST framework provides both stateless (default) and stateful
MRs. In a stateless MR the state of the browser used to provide inputs to the SUT is reset after every input
sequence (i.e., a source input or a follow-up input). In a stateful MR the browser is not reset. Stateful MRs
are required when a source input sequence should be split into multiple follow-up input sequences because the
output of former sequences is used to modify latter ones. The engineer specifies which portion of the MR shall
be stateful. The stateful portion of a MR is delimited by the function calls setResetBrowserBetweenInputs(true)
and setResetBrowserBetweenInputs(false).
An example of a stateful MR is CWE_610_384, which verifies if the SUT authenticates a user without first
invalidating the existing session (see Figure 18). Within CWE_610_384, the source input is split into two
14

Raspberry Pi is a series of small, single-board computer systems that is used for the development of CPS (e.g.,
weather monitoring and robotics)
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Figure 18: MR CWE_610_384.

follow-up inputs, the former (hereafter, F1) executes all the actions until a login action (defined in Line 67),
the latter (hereafter, F2) executes the following actions (defined in Line 68). A new login action is added at the
beginning of F2 (Line 69). Then, we simulate the activity of a malicious user who has stolen (or guessed) the
session ID generated after the first login action (hereafter, old session ID) and set it into his current browser
session15 , after the second login (Line 70). Ideally, the old session should be invalid and prevent the malicious
user to retrieve content (i.e., the original content is not retrieved or an error message is displayed). Please note
that we do not perform the login with another user because the session should be invalidated independently
from the user who is accessing the system. The two follow-up inputs are then executed one after the other and
(Line 72) the MR verifies that the session ID after the last action of F1(i.e., after the first login) is different
from the session ID after the first action of F2 (i.e., after the second login); moreover, the output retrieved after
performing the action with the old session ID should be an error (Line 73).

Support for catalogs Many vulnerabilities can be discovered through attacks based on catalogs, that
is, by testing the SUT repeatedly with inputs (usually strings) belonging to a specific set of inputs; such
set of inputs is usually referred to as attack payload list. An example is given by Cross-Site Scripting (XXS) vulnerabilities, which can be exploited by inserting into form inputs crafted strings such as
<SCRIPT>alert(’XSS’);</SCRIPT>.
We provide 11 catalogs that provide the following attack strings:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SQL Injection Strings
CRLF Attack strings
Code Injection strings
Static Injection strings
Weak passwords
Special characters
XSS injection strings
LDAP injection strings
Command injection strings
XQuery injection strings
Cron expressions injection strings

15

Since it is not possible to know which cookie is the session cookie, MST simply copies all the cookies provided by
the SUT.
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Figure 19: MR CWE_79c_storedXSS.

Each string in the provided catalogs is treated as a source input by the MST toolset, which means that in MRs
they are referred to by using a dedicated data representation function (e.g, XSSInjectionString()). An example
is shown in Figure 19 (MR named CWE_79c_storedXSS), where an XSS injection string is provided to a form
input and then MST verifies if, after accessing the same page again in a different follow-up input (i.e., Input(3)),
a popup is shown). CWE_79c_storedXSS enabled us to replicate the vulnerability CVE-2020-8820 affecting
Webmin 1.941 and earlier.
In addition, the extended MST toolset provides also catalogs with entries pointing to files with invalid types
and files containing XML injections.
Finally, the extended MST toolset enables an engineer to rely on custom catalogs; this is achieved by invoking,
within a MR, the data representation function PayloadEntry(catalogName), which loads, one after the other,
all the attack strings provided by the specified catalog. A catalog shall be provided as a text file whose path
shall be specified in the MST json configuration file.

Support for additional Web-specific functions We introduced the function reservedKeywords(User)
which returns a list of words that are observed only in the output for a given user; it is used to determine if a
malicious user can access sensitive information for another user.
We introduced the function isResetPassword(Action), which is used to determine if the action concerns resetting the password for a user.
We introduced the Action RequestUrlAction(String url), which requests a URL specified (statically or dynamically) in the MR (e.g., to generate a follow-up input where the same URL is requested twice). For example,
Figure 20 shows the MR for CWE 352 which verifies that a user shouldn’t be able to successfully submit a
form without retrieving it first; otherwise, someone else can create a crafted page with a submit form button.
In this case function RequestUrlAction is used to load a version of the form that has been stored on the local
filesystem and then submitting it within a new user session.

Support for remote data collection We have implemented the data representation function RemoteFile(String location), which represents a file stored on the system where the SUT is running. The file to be
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Figure 20: MR CWE_352

loaded is specified by indicating absolute location of the file. It provides functions that return the lines of the
file or the lines added after the last access to the file within a MR.
We also implemented the data representation function named Log, which is used to refer to the different log files
accessible on the system where the SUT is running. It is used, for example, in the MR CWE_359_313_532_538
shown in Figure 21, which verifies that accessing a resource dedicated to the user performing the action does
not make the system log information reserved to the user performing the action (e.g, password as returned by
function reservedKeywords).

Tool output. To facilitate adoption it is extremely important to provide information that facilitates the understanding of MR failures. After every failure the extended MST reports:
• the list of source inputs used by the MR (for each input it print all its actions);
• the list of follow-up inputs used by the MR (for each input it print all its actions);
• the list of actions within source inputs and follow-up inputs whose outputs had been processed by the
MR; they provide information about the action leading to an unexpected result (i.e., the follow-up action)
and the expected result (which can be derived from the source input and the MR).
The information described above is reported both on the console and as failure information within the Eclipse
JUnit plugin (when MRs are executed on the developer’s laptop). When MRs are executed remotely, the
information is collected by the CI/CD framework as for standard JUnit test cases.
An example failure for the bypass authorization schema MR (see Figure 22) is shown in Figure 23.
The console output in Figure 23 below provides the following information:
• The failure was detected when testing the MR OTG_AUTHZ_002 (see JUnit tab).
• The inputs used when the failure was observed are: Input(2), which is a follow-up input, and Input(1),
which is a source input. They differ for the user performing the action (i.e., user1 VS admin), as specified
in line 34 of the MR in Figure 22.
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Figure 21: MR CWE_359_313_532_538

• The execution of the MR led to the collection of output information for Input(1) and Input(2) in the
following order:
• Input(1); indeed, it is requested in line 37 of the MR
• Input(1); indeed, it is the first input requested in line 38 of the MR
• Input(2); indeed, it is the second input requested in line 38 of the MR

• For all the inputs above, the action verified by the ’Output’ call is the third Action (i.e., the one that
accesses the URL http://192.168.56.102:8080/computer/slave1/launchSlaveAgent). It means that the
failure is observed when verifying the output for the fourth action (i.e., action number 3, actions are
enumerated counting from 0). This happens within the iteration in Line 30.
The information above enables the end-user to understand the problem as follows: an unauthorized user (i.e., (user1,user1Pass) ) can access a URL he should not (i.e., the URL
http://192.168.56.102:8080/computer/slave1/launchSlaveAgent what is accessed by action number 3, the fourth action).
This is what characterizes a real vulnerability affecting Jenkis (see
https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2018-1999004).
Please
note that the same information is also provided within the JUnit Failure Trace box on the left.
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Figure 22: Bypass Authorization Schema MR OTG_AUTHZ_002.

Figure 23: Failure for Bypass Authorization Schema MR 22; it detects Jenkins vulnerability CVE-2018-1999004.
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4.2

Definition of an extended catalog of MRs

This section provides an overview of the extended catalog of MRs that has been defined by COSMOS in order
to investigate the following Research Question (RQ1):
• RQ1. To what extent is metamorphic testing applicable in the context of security testing? MST has
been designed and implemented to perform security testing by reasoning on outputs of multiple executions of the system under test. Not every type of vulnerability can be discovered through a relationship
between outputs of multiple test executions (e.g., some may require program analysis). This research
question aims to determine, in a systematic way, the types of security vulnerabilities that can and cannot
be addressed by MST.

4.2.1

Subjects of the Study

To address our research question in a systematic way, we studied the list of weaknesses reported in the Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE) database [3]. We provide the following definitions of vulnerability and
weakness since their definitions in the CWE framework [7] lack clarity16 . A vulnerability is a specific fault of
the system under test that causes the system to breach its security requirements. A weakness represents a fault
type (i.e., the type of a vulnerability). It describes a human error made in the analysis, design, or implementation of the system that may affect the degree to which the system meets its security requirements.
The CWE database is organized into distinct views, each view grouping weaknesses according to a different
set of categories, which are common security architectural tactics [9], software development concepts [12],
research concepts [11], software fault patterns [6], most dangerous errors [8], and hardware design [10].
Other views map the weaknesses to some security-related catalogs (e.g., OWASP Top 10 [19] and SERT CEI
C Coding standards [5]).
The CWE view for common security architectural tactics organizes weaknesses according to security design
principles. This view has twelve categories representing the individual security design principles that are part
of a secure-by-design approach to software development. It covers, in total, 223 weaknesses. The security
design principles assist engineers in identifying potential mistakes that can be made when designing software [126, 127]. A weakness is thus the result of a design principle not being followed. For instance, the
weaknesses in design principle Authenticate Actors are related to authentication-based components in the system. These components deal with verifying that the actor interacting with the system is whom this actor claims
to be. The weaknesses in this category lead to a degradation of the quality of authentication if they are not
addressed when designing and implementing the system under test [9]. The views for software development
concepts and hardware design organize weaknesses based on the types of errors that affect the software implementation (e.g., illegal pointer dereferences) and the hardware design (e.g., faults in semiconductor logic),
respectively. The views for software fault patterns and research concepts group implementation errors into
categories capturing fault patterns [30] or high level descriptions of the faulty behaviour of the software (e.g.,
incorrect comparison and improper access control).
In our analysis, we focus on the weaknesses in the CWE view for common security architectural tactics [9],
the weaknesses in the view for the CWE Top 25 most dangerous software errors (CWE Top 25) [8], and the
weaknesses in the view for the OWASP Top 10 Web security risks (OWASP Top 10) [13]. We select the
common security architectural tactics view because it enables us to determine the security design principles
that MST can verify. We do not consider the view for software development concepts because MST is a blackbox testing approach, that does not aim to discover specific implementation errors (e.g., type errors). We also
16

The definitions provided by CWE are unclear since they rely on synonyms to distinguish vulnerability and weakness,
as follows: ‘Weaknesses are flaws, faults, bugs, and other errors in system design, architecture, code, or implementation
that if left unaddressed could result in systems and networks, and hardware being vulnerable to attack. Weaknesses can
lead to vulnerabilities. A vulnerability is a mistake in software or hardware that can be used by a malicious user to gain
access to a system or network [7]’.
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ignore the views for software fault patterns, research concepts, and mappings to coding standards [5] since
they focus on software implementation. We ignore the CWE view for hardware design since MST does not
address hardware vulnerabilities.
In our analysis, we include the CWE Top 25 and OWASP Top 10 views to assess to what extent MST can
address the most widespread and critical security vulnerabilities. The CWE Top 25 view lists twenty-five most
widespread weaknesses which are often easy to find and exploit. These weaknesses are considered dangerous
because they often allow attackers to completely take over the control of software, steal data, or prevent
software from working [8]. The OWASP Top 10 [19] is the list of the ten most common web application
security risks edited by the Open Web Application Security Project [18], i.e., an online community producing
freely-available articles, methodologies, documentation, tools, and technologies in the field of web application
security. It is updated every three to four years. The most up-to-date version includes 43 weaknesses grouped
into 10 categories [13].

4.2.2

Analysis Procedure

To respond to RQ1, we compute, for each category in the views, the percentage of weaknesses that can be
automatically discovered by MST.
Weaknesses are systematically analyzed with the objective of writing, for each one, one or more MRs using
SMRL. For each weakness, we first inspect its description, its demonstrative examples, the description of
concrete vulnerabilities (CVE) and common attack patterns (CAPEC) [2] associated with the weakness. Based
on the information collected from our inspection, we implemented, using SMRL, a new MR that address the
weakness or reused, if possible, an MR already available in the MST catalog. Each time we could not do so,
we kept track of the reasons preventing the writing of an MR.
We report the percentage of the weaknesses that can be automatically discovered by MST. Since some of
the weaknesses in the CWE database are specific to certain types of systems (e.g., Java Enterprise [15]), we
identify weaknesses that refer to specific systems. We then distinguish between the results achieved with all
the weaknesses (i.e., generic and specific), and the results achieved with the generic weaknesses only.
To better characterize the weaknesses that cannot be addressed by MST, we analyze the distribution of the reasons preventing the application of our approach, across the categories of the views considered in our analysis.
Finally, we discuss the percentage of the weaknesses belonging to the CWE Top 25 and OWASP Top 10 lists.
To provide concrete examples of the CWE weaknesses that we have analyzed, we report, in Table 5, a subset
of the weaknesses in the CWE view for common security architectural tactics. We refer to Table 5 in the rest
of the section. Columns Design principle and Weakness report specific security design principles and names of
weaknesses, respectively. Columns Belongs to Top 25 and Belongs to Top 10 indicate whether a weakness also
belongs to the CWE Top 25 view or the OWASP Top 10 view, respectively. We also indicate if the weakness
can be addressed by MST.
A preliminary investigation of this research question appeared in the Ph.D. Thesis of X. Phu Mai [101]; however, that study was based on the perceived feasibility of implementing MRs, based on their CWE descriptions.
In practice, the author did not implement any MR to cover CWE descriptions; the implementation of MRs for
CWEs has been entirely done within COSMOS.
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Table 5: Subset of the security weaknesses in the CWE view for common security design principles.

Design principle

Weakness
Omission of Security-relevant Information

Audit

Authenticate Actors

Authorize Actors

Manage User Sessions

Yes

Yes

No

R2

No

No

Yes

No

R5

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

TF3

Weak Password Recovery Mechanism for
Forgotten Password
Improper Privilege Management

No

Yes

Yes

No

R2

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

TF2

No

No

Yes

No

R1

No

No

Yes

No

R0, R2

Small Space of Random Values

No

Yes

Yes

No

R6

Improper Restriction of XML External Entity Reference
External Control of File Name or Path

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

TF2

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

J2EE Bad Practices: Non-serializable Object
Stored in Session
Insufficient Session Expiration

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Cross-site Scripting
Validate Inputs
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Addressed Reason MST cannot be
by MT
applied (R)

No

Missing Encryption of Sensitive Data
Limit Access

Belongs to Generic
Top 10
Weakness

Obscured Security-relevant Information by
Alternate Name
Improper Authentication

Process Control
Encrypt Data

Belongs to
Top 25

Deserialization of Untrusted Data
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Figure 24: MR CWE_79a_XSSreflected.

Figure 25: MR CWE_79b_XSSreflected.

4.2.3

Results

Table 6 provides the list of the MRs that we implemented to discover vulnerabilities concerning security design
principles; in total, we implemented 53 MRs. In total, after joining the newly developed MRs and the original
catalog of MST MRs, COSMOS can rely on 60 distinct MRs to test Web-based systems.
In Table 6, each MR is named using the ID of the CWE weakness it covers. For well known vulnerability
types (e.g., the ones triggered by means of code injections), we also add a representative keyword as suffix;
this is the case for CWE_79a_XSSreflected. In case there are two possible ways to discover a same vulnerability type, we add suffix letters (i.e., ’a’, ’b’, ’c’); this is the case for CWE_79a_XSSreflected (Figure 24),
CWE_79b_XSSreflected (Figure 25), and CWE_79c_XSSstored (Figure 26). In CWE_79a_XSSreflected we
verify that the source input does not lead to pop-up windows, then we provide an XSS payload into a URL parameter and we verify that the output does not include a pop-up window (otherwise the system is vulnerable
from reflected XSS, which means that an XSSString provided into an URL makes the browser of the user execute the script). In CWE_79b_XSSreflected we perform the same actions of CWE_79a_XSSreflected except
that the XSS payload is provided into a text input that is passed into a form text input (they are usually passed
as parametrs of a POST request not as URL parameters). In CWE_79c_XSSstored, the XSS payload is pro-
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Figure 26: MR CWE_79c_storedXSS.

vided into a form text input but we do not expect the XSS effect to be shown right after the action; in this case
we expect the XSS to be stored into the server and, therefore we access the page again to verify that it does
not show the XSS pop-up. In case a CWE weakness has been already covered by the original catalog of MRs
provided in past work about MST (see Table 3 on Page 18), we have added the corresponding MR ID as suffix
(e.g., CWE_266_267_268_OTG_AUTHZ_002).
Most of our MRs can discover more than one weakness; this happens because different weaknesses characterize
different types of faults, however, such faults may lead to the same failures and may be triggered using the
same inputs. This is the case for CWE_266_267_268_OTG_AUTHZ_002, which uncovers the CWEs having
the IDs 266, 267, and 268. The definition for CWE 266 is A product incorrectly assigns a privilege to a
particular actor, creating an unintended sphere of control for that actor. The definition for CWE 267 is A
particular privilege, role, capability, or right can be used to perform unsafe actions that were not intended,
even when it is assigned to the correct entity. The definition for CWE 268 is Two distinct privileges, roles,
capabilities, or rights can be combined in a way that allows an entity to perform unsafe actions that would
not be allowed without that combination. Although these three CWEs differ for the underlying error, they all
concern authorization problems and can thus be detected by verifying that a URL that cannot be reached by
a user while navigating the user interface should not be available to that same user even when she directly
requests the URL to the server, which is what drives OTG_AUTHZ_002 (i.e., an input sequence that is valid
for a given user, should not lead to the same output when it is executed by another user, if it includes access to
a URL with these characteristics).
Detailed information about the vulnerability types discovered by our extended catalog of MRs is provided in
Appendix A.
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Table 6: Catalog of MRs covering CWE Security Tactics View

MR ID
CWE_15_639_OTG_AUTHZ_004
CWE_22
CWE_73_99_219_220_530_OTG_AUTHZ_001a
CWE_79a_XSSreflected
CWE_79b_XSSreflected
CWE_79c_XSSstored
CWE_88_CommandInjection
CWE_88b_CommandInjection
CWE_89_943a_SQLinjection
CWE_89_943b_SQLinjection
CWE_90a_LDAPInjection
CWE_90b_LDAPInjection
CWE_93a_CRLF
CWE_93b_CRLF
CWE_94_96_StaticCodeInjection
CWE_923_RemoveCertificate
CWE_94_95_CodeInjection
CWE_138_150_OTG_AUTHZ_001b
CWE_258
CWE_262_263_309_324
CWE_266_267_268_OTG_AUTHZ_002
CWE_276_277_OTG_AUTHZ_002d
CWE_280_755_OTG_AUTHZ_002e
CWE_284_OTG_AUTHN_004
CWE_286_OTG_AUTHZ_002c
CWE_287a_425_OTG_AUTHN_001
CWE_288_287b_300_319_OTG_AUTHN_010
CWE_289a
CWE_289b_647
CWE_289b2
CWE_290_291
CWE_290_350
CWE_302
CWE_306_OTG_AUTHZ_002b
CWE_314
CWE_315
CWE_352
CWE_359_313_532_538_Log
CWE_420_OTG_CONFIG_007
CWE_434_Upload
CWE_471_472
CWE_488
CWE_521_WeakPassword
CWE_599_OutdatedCertificate
CWE_601_OTG_AUTHZ_002a
CWE_610_384
CWE_611_XMLInjectedFile
CWE_613_OTG_SESS_006
CWE_643_652a_XQueryInjection
CWE_643_652b_XQueryInjection
CWE_703_166_77_76_75_74_91_SpecialCharacters
CWE_757_OTG_CRYPST_004
CWE_784
CWE_792_793_794_795_796_797_SpecialCharacters
CWE_841
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Table 7: Summary of the CWE architectural security design principles and weaknesses addressed by MST.
Security Design
Principle
Audit
Authenticate Actors
Authorize Actors
Cross Cutting
Encrypt Data
Identify Actors
Limit Access
Limit Exposure
Lock Computer
Manage User Sessions
Validate Inputs
Verify Message Integrity
Total

weaknesses
all
generic
6
6
28
20
60
47
9
8
38
22
12
8
8
7
6
4
1
1
6
3
39
33
10
10
223
169

addressed weaknesses
all
generic
1 (16%)
1 (16%)
13 (46%)
13 (65%)
32 (53%)
31 (66%)
3 (33%)
3 (37%)
8 (21%)
8 (36%)
3 (25%)
3 (37%)
3 (38%)
3 (43%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
4 (67%)
3 (100%)
31 (79%)
29 (88%)
2 (20%)
2 (20%)
100 (45%)
96 (57%)

Table 8: Summary of the CWE Top 25 weaknesses addressed by MST.
Weaknesses
all
generic
25
17

Addressed weaknesses
all
generic
13 (52%)
11 (64%)

Table 7 presents a summary of the CWE security design principles and related security weaknesses addressed
by MST. The first column in Table 7 lists the security design principles appearing in the common security
architectural tactics view. The second and third columns give, for each design principle, the overall number
of weaknesses and the number of generic weaknesses, respectively. The fourth and fifth columns report the
number (and percentage) of weaknesses and generic weaknesses that can be automatically discovered by MST,
respectively.
In total, 100 out of all 223 weaknesses (45%) and 96 out of 169 generic weaknesses (57%) in the view can be
addressed by MST. These numbers show that our approach enables engineers to automatically discover a large
subset of the weaknesses.
MST can automatically discover a high percentage of generic weaknesses (above 60%) related to security
design principles Authenticate Actors, Authorize Actors, Manage User Sessions, and Validate Inputs (i.e.,
65%, 67%, 100%, and 88%, respectively). These weaknesses are about external systems or actors with invalid
certification trying to access the system (Authenticate Actors and Authorize Actors), resources accessed by
malicious users because of session management faults (Manage User Sessions), or providing malformed input
data (e.g., code injection) to the system (Validate Inputs). On the other hand, MST addresses a low percentage
of the generic weaknesses (below 20%) related to security design principles Audit, Limit Exposure, and Lock
Table 9: Summary of the security weaknesses for OWASP Top 10 security risks addressed by MST.

OWASP Security Risk
Broken Access Control
Cryptographic Failures
Injection
Insecure Design
Security Misconfiguration
Vulnerable and Outdated Component
Identification and Authentication Failures
Software and Data Integrity Failures
Security Logging and Monitoring Failures
Server-Side Request Forgery (SSRF)
Total
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Weaknesses
all
generic
20
19
23
22
23
19
22
18
5
4
0
0
20
20
9
8
4
4
1
1
127
115

Addressed weaknesses
all
generic
16 (80%)
16 (84%)
4 (17%)
4 (18%)
18 (78%)
16 (84%)
13(60%)
12 (67%)
3 (60%)
2 (50%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
12 (60%)
12 (60%)
2 (22%)
2 (25%)
1 (25%)
1 (25%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
69 (54%)
65 (57%)
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Table 10: Reasons preventing the application of MST.

ID
R0
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6

Reason
The weakness cannot be discovered by means of user-system
interactions.
The weakness concerns a system that is not Web-based or
mobile-based.
The weakness can be discovered only by means of program
analysis.
It is not possible to distinguish valid and invalid behaviour
based on system output; a human needs to inspect it.
The weakness can be discovered only by means of data analysis.
MST is inefficient. The weakness can be discovered only one
test case execution.
The weakness can be discovered only with results retrieved
from a third side.

Table 11: Distribution of reasons preventing the application of MST to verify security design principles.

Security Design
Principle
Audit
Authenticate Actor
Authorize Actor
Cross Cutting
Encrypt Data
Identify Actors
Limit Access
Limit Exposure
Lock Computer
Manage User Sessions
Validate Inputs
Verify Message Integrity
Total

Weaknesses
not addressed
5
15
28
6
30
9
5
6
1
2
8
8
133

R0

R1

R2

R3

16

1
7
6
3
18

1
2
2

2
1
12
6

2
1
4

R4

R5

R6

2

2
4
2

1

2

1
1

2
6

1

1
1
1
21

21

1
5
7
52

2
15

4

1
12

4

Sum
5
15
28
6
36
9
5
10
1
2
8
8
133

Computer (i.e., 16%, 0%, and 0% respectively). MST relies on MRs that take as source inputs sequences of
user-system interactions collected by a Web crawler. The weaknesses related to Audit, Limit Exposure, and
Lock Computer are, on the contrary, about quality of recorded logs, information that the system exposes, and
restrictions of the lockout mechanism (e.g., lock an account after a predefined number of failed logins). They
all require manual data inspection.
The three security design principles associated with the highest number of weaknesses are Authorize Actors
(32 weaknesses), Validate Inputs (31 weaknesses), and Authenticate Actors (13 weaknesses). Unsurprisingly,
these design principles concern interactions between external actors and the system, which is the main focus
of MST.
Table 8 gives a summary of the CWE Top 25 weaknesses addressed by our approach. MST can automatically
discover 13 out of the 25 top weaknesses (52%) and 11 out of the 17 generic top weaknesses (64%), which
shows that MST is a key solution to identify widely spread weaknesses.
Among the CWE Top 25 weaknesses, MST cannot address the ones that require program analysis or interactions with third parties (e.g., other system users or system administrators) to be detected: Improper Restriction
of Operations within the Bounds of a Memory Buffer, Cross-site Scripting, Information Exposure, Out-ofbounds Read, Use After Free, Integer Overflow or Wraparound, Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF), Out-ofbounds Write, NULL Pointer Dereference, Improper Restriction of XML External Entity Reference, Improper
Control of Generation of Code (’Code Injection’), Use of Hard-coded Credentials, Uncontrolled Resource
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Table 12: Distribution of reasons preventing the application of MST to discover weaknesses associated with the OWASP Top 10 security risks.

OWASP Security Risk
Broken Access Control
Cryptographic Failures
Injection
Insecure Design
Security Misconfiguration
Vulnerable and Outdated Component
Identification and Authentication
Software and Data Integrity Failures
Security Logging and Monitoring
Server-Side Request Forgery (SSRF)
Total

Weaknesses
not addressed
4
19
5
9
2
0
8
7
3
1
59

R0

R1

R2

R3

R4

1
2

1

1

2
2
1

1

1

1
14
1
4
2

4

1
1

4
3
3

1
3

5

32

9

R5

R6

Sum

1

4
19
5
9
3
0
8
7
3
1
59

2
1

2

1

0

1
8

Consumption, Missing Release of Resource after Effective Lifetime, Untrusted Search Path, and Deserialization of Untrusted Data.
Table 9 presents a summary of the security weaknesses related to the OWASP Top 10 security risks addressed
by our approach. MST can address 69 out of the 127 weaknesses (54%) and 65 out of the 115 generic weaknesses (57%) in this view. It addresses a high percentage (above 60%) of the weaknesses leading to security
risks Broken Access Control, Injection, Insecure Design, Security Misconfiguration, and Identification and Authentication Failures (i.e., 80%, 78%, 60%, 60%, and 60%, respectively). These risks are about unauthorized
access to resources, injecting malicious client-side scripts into a website, leveraging the lack of security controls (e.g., an unprotected primary channel), gaining system information thanks to system misconfiguration,
and bypassing authentication. All involve malicious user-system interactions.
MST can address none of the weaknesses related to Vulnerable and Outdated Components, which concern the
use of outdated libraries affected by known vulnerabilities. Although it would be feasible to implement MRs
that detect failures of specific components, it is not possible for us to provide a catalog of MRs that cover all
the outdated libraries in the market. Therefore we excluded them from the counting.
Table 10 presents the reasons preventing the application of MST to discover weaknesses. MST has been
designed to generate source inputs by using either a Web crawler or manually implemented test scripts that
automate the user-system interactions. Source inputs are automatically turned into follow-up inputs which are
used to discover vulnerabilities. MST can discover vulnerabilities that can be exercised through a sequence
of interactions. Therefore, MST cannot be applied when the attack is not based on user-system interactions
(see R0 in Table 10) or when the weakness concerns a system that is not Web-based (see R1 in Table 10).
Also, some weaknesses can be discovered only using program analysis, which MST does not support (see R2
in Table 10). In that case, the analysis should be either performed without actually executing programs (e.g.,
through code inspection) or the output of program analysis should be reviewed manually to eliminate false
positives, which typically come in large numbers.
In some cases, it is not possible to define an MR because a human is needed to inspect the system output (R3).
For instance, to discover weakness Weak Password Recovery Mechanism for Forgotten Password in Table 5, a
human needs to indicate that the system under test contains a mechanism for the recovery of passwords that is
weak (e.g., it is based on a security question whose answer can be easily determined [4]).
Due to MT fundamentals (based on MRs), MST cannot be applied for weaknesses that can be discovered
only through data analysis (see R4 in Table 10). More precisely, some weaknesses can be determined only by
analyzing large amounts of data (e.g., log files) based on statistics or machine learning; this analysis cannot be
performed with an MR. Besides, it is not efficient to apply MT for weaknesses that can be discovered through
a single test case execution (see R5 in Table 10). With a single test case execution, we do not need to generate
follow-up inputs from a large number of source inputs. Finally, some weaknesses can be discovered only with
results retrieved from a third side (e.g., passwords stored on a third-party server) or with interactions from a
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Table 13: Distribution of reasons preventing the application of MST to discover CWE Top 25 weaknesses.

Weakness
Out-of-bounds Write
Out-of-bounds Read
Improper Neutralization of Special Elements used in an OS Command (’OS Command Injection’)
Use After Free
Integer Overflow or Wraparound
Deserialization of Untrusted Data
NULL Pointer Dereference
Use of Hard-coded Credentials
Improper Restriction of Operations within the Bounds of a Memory Buffer
Incorrect Default Permissions
Exposure of Sensitive Information to an Unauthorized Actor
Server-Side Request Forgery (SSRF)
Total

R0

R1

R2
1
1

R3

R4

R5

R6

0

0

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

7

2

third side (e.g., a victim clicks on a harmful URL provided by an attacker) (see R6 in Table 10). Expressing
such interactions in MRs, in general, is infeasible.
Please note that R0, R2, and R4 represent three distinct cases. Indeed, R2 concerns weaknesses that require
the system under test to be in a vulnerable state that is not feasible to reach with metamorphic testing but can
be proved to be exploitable by an attacker thanks to static analysis approaches. R0 concerns weaknesses that
can be discovered only through system execution using a complex input difficult to derive with a predefined
transformation function used in an MR. R4 is associated with weaknesses that cannot be detected by verifying
a single output but require the (statistical) analysis of multiple outputs.
Table 11 presents the distribution of reasons preventing the application of MST for the weaknesses regarding
common security architectural tactics. Please note that there is more than one reason for some of the weaknesses (e.g., weakness Small Space of Random Values in Table 5). In 52 out of 133 weaknesses (39%) that
cannot be discovered by MST, program analysis is required (see R2). This is expected since program analysis
complements software testing in software verification.
The security design principle with most of the weaknesses not being addressed by MST is Encrypt Data, with
30 weaknesses not being addressed. 12 out of 30 weaknesses (40%) are not addressed due to R0. 18 out of
30 weaknesses (63%) are not addressed due to R2; these 18 weaknesses are associated with the protection
of credentials or password (e.g., hard-coded cryptography key, password in configuration file), or the use of
encryption/hash algorithm (e.g., hash without a salt). Therefore, in these cases, a static program analysis or
code inspection approach should be used; for example, to find a hard-coded cryptography keys.
The second design principle with most of the weaknesses not being addressed by MST is Authorize Actors, for
which MST cannot address 28 weaknesses. 16 out of these 28 weaknesses (57%) concern a system that is not
Web-based (see R1). Indeed, these weaknesses affect the file system (e.g., preservation of permissions related
to files, ownership management), the process control in an operation system (e.g., Linux), or the process communication in a mobile operation system (e.g., Android). Part of these weaknesses (e.g., the ones concerning
components relevant to CPS development) will be covered by future developments in COSMOS.
Security design principles Encrypt Data and Authorize Actors include the largest number of weaknesses not being addressed because of reasons R0, R1, and R2. R3 affects mostly security design principle Limit Exposure,
which indicates that the system should not provide information about its internal architecture or configuration
(e.g., in error messages). To determine if this is an issue, it is necessary to inspect the system output. However, an MR cannot automatically capture (e.g., extract information from error messages) internal information
of the system under test. A human is usually needed to inspect the system output.
Reason R4 concerns weaknesses mostly related to security design principle Audit; these weaknesses require
to assess the quality of system logs (e.g., containing sensitive information, or containing too little information
for incident analysis). In this regard, it is often necessary to rely on data analysis techniques using statistics or
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machine learning to analyze system logs. Reason R5 concerns mostly weaknesses related to security design
principle Authenticate Actor. Indeed, weaknesses related to design principle Authenticate Actor are about
password management (e.g., weak password requirements, not using password aging) and can be detected
through a single test case execution. Reason R6 concerns security design principle Validate Inputs. In some
of these cases, to determine if the attack can be performed, we need interactions from a third actor (e.g., an
administrator, a valid user), which we can perform with MRs only in certain cases.
Tables 12 and 13 report the reasons preventing the application of MST to discover some highly critical vulnerabilities. In these cases as well, the main reason is the necessity to rely on static program analysis. This is
expected since testing and program analysis are complementary to quality assurance activities.
Summary. As a result of our analysis, we conclude that MST can address a large percentage (45%) of the
weaknesses organized in the CWE view for common security architectural tactics. Such percentage grows up
to 64% if we consider generic weaknesses only. MST can also address most high-risk weaknesses (54% of
the weaknesses related to the OWASP Top 10 security risks and 52% of the CWE Top 25 weaknesses). These
results are promising as they demonstrate that MST is relevant for a large subset of vulnerabilities occurring in
practice. To our knowledge, among all the available research tools, MST is the one that automatically detects
(i.e., it generates inputs and includes automated oracles) the largest set of vulnerability types. The weaknesses
that MST cannot address are mostly those (i) that can be discovered only using program analysis, (ii) that are
not based on user-system interactions, or (iii) that concern a non-web-based system.

4.3

MST for Automotive

We have evaluated the feasibility of relying on MST to detect security vulnerabilities for other relevant CPS
cases. We considered the automotive context because (1) it concerns one COSMOS use case provider (i.e.,
AICAS) and (2) it is possible to find publicly available vulnerability reports for automotive systems. Since,
differently from the context of Web-based systems, the CWE database does not provide vulnerability types
specific to automotive, we have inspected the CVE database (see Section 2.1) looking for vulnerabilities affecting automotive components. Our objective is to rely on the information about each reported automotive
CVE to derive MRs.
For our preliminary investigation, we have focused on vulnerabilities affecting the CAN bus - a widely used
communication protocol in the automotive context. The CAN bus is a message-based protocol standard designed to allow microcontrollers and devices to communicate with each other; it is specified by the standard
ISO-11898 [74]. Below, we report the textual description of the CVE records concerning the CAN bus as they
appear in the CVE Web site17 :
• CVE-2015-5611 “Unspecified vulnerability in Uconnect before 15.26.1, as used in certain Fiat Chrysler
Automobiles (FCA) from 2013 to 2015 models, allows remote attackers in the same cellular network
to control vehicle movement, cause human harm or physical damage, or modify dashboard settings via
vectors related to modification of entertainment-system firmware and access of the CAN bus due to
insufficient "Radio security protection," as demonstrated on a 2014 Jeep Cherokee Limited FWD”.
• CVE-2016-9337 “An issue was discovered in Tesla Motors Model S automobile, all firmware versions
before version 7.1 (2.36.31) with web browser functionality enabled. The vehicle’s Gateway ECU is
susceptible to commands that may allow an attacker to install malicious software allowing the attacker
to send messages to the vehicle’s CAN bus, a Command Injection”.
• CVE-2017-14937 The airbag detonation algorithm allows injury to passenger-car occupants via predictable Security Access (SA) data to the internal CAN bus (or the OBD connector). This affects the
airbag control units (aka pyrotechnical control units or PCUs) of unspecified passenger vehicles manufactured in 2014 or later, when the ignition is on and the speed is less than 6 km/h. Specifically, there
are only 256 possible key pairs, and authentication attempts have no rate limit. In addition, at least one
17

For our search, we relied on the google.com search engine with the search string “"CAN bus" site:cve.mitre.org”.
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manufacturer’s interpretation of the ISO 26021 standard is that it must be possible to calculate the key
directly (i.e., the other 255 key pairs must not be used). Exploitation would typically involve an attacker
who has already gained access to the CAN bus, and sends a crafted Unified Diagnostic Service (UDS)
message to detonate the pyrotechnical charges, resulting in the same passenger-injury risks as in any
airbag deployment.
• CVE-2020-8539 “Kia Motors Head Unit with Software version:
SOP.003.30.18.0703,
SOP.005.7.181019, and SOP.007.1.191209 may allow an attacker to inject unauthorized commands, by executing the micomd executable deamon, to trigger unintended functionalities. In addition,
this executable may be used by an attacker to inject commands to generate CAN frames that are sent
into the M-CAN bus (Multimedia CAN bus) of the vehicle”.
• CVE-2020-29440 “Tesla Model X vehicles before 2020-11-23 do not perform certificate validation during an attempt to pair a new key fob with the body control module (BCM). This allows an attacker (who
is inside a vehicle, or is otherwise able to send data over the CAN bus) to start and drive the vehicle with
a spoofed key fob”.
Unfortunately, automotive vulnerabilities are difficult to exploit and test (a precondition to understand them),
mainly because the vulnerable hardware (i.e., a car) is required. To overcome such limitation and be able
to study such vulnerabilities, one possible solution consists of relying on publicly available exploit scripts18
and hardware simulators (e.g., simulators for ECU). However, only two of the vulnerabilities listed above are
accompained by a detailed explanation; they are CVE-2020-853919 and CVE-2017-1493720 , which has been
detailed in a research paper [56]. However, only for CVE-2017-14937 an exploit is available21 .
For the reason above, we focused on CVE-2017-14937. However, unfortunately, the available ECU simulators
(see Section 2.1) do not implement the features required to successfully execute the exploit for CVE-201714937; therefore, we extended the Duraki’s VirtualCar simulator (see Section 2.1) to include all the features
required to make the exploit script succeed (i.e., appropriately respond to the message requests made by the
exploit script). Our extension to the Duraki’s VirtualCar simulator enabled us to have a clear understanding of
the vulnerability 22 .
Below, we describe a MR derived from CVE-2017-14937 and our extensions to the MST framework to support
the implementation of the MR.
The vulnerability CVE-2017-14937 concerns the Unified Diagnostic Services (UDS) communication protocol, which is a diagnostic communication protocol used in electronic control units (ECUs) within automotive
electronics; UDS is specified in the standard ISO 14229-1 [76]. UDS is adopted by suppliers of Original
Equipment Manufacturer (OEM). The ECUs in modern vehicles control a wide range of functions, including
electronic fuel injection, engine control, transmission, anti-lock braking system, door locks, braking.
UDS communication occurs through the CAN bus. The CAN protocol specifies the first and second layer of
the OSI Model - that is the Physical Layer and the Data Link Layer. UDS, however, also specifies the fifth
(Session Layer) and seventh (Application Layer) layers of the OSI Model. The Service ID (SID) and the
parameters associated with the services are contained in the payload of a message frame.
Within UDS, a Security Access Request message is used to enable the most security-critical services; it is sent
from the client to the control unit. A seed is then generated and sent to the client by the control unit within a
Security Access Response message; from this seed, the client computes a key and sends it back to the control
unit to unlock the security-critical services.
18

We use the term exploit script (or simply exploit) to indicate an executable program that sends a sequence of commands to the software under test to successfully exercise the vulnerablity and violate the software security properties.
19
An detailed explanation is available at https://sowhat.iit.cnr.it/pdf/IIT-20-2020.pdf
20
http://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2017-14937
21
See
https://github.com/rapid7/metasploit-framework/blob/master/modules/post/
hardware/automotive/pdt.rb
22
Our extension is available at https://gitlab.uni.lu/cosmos/durakivirtualcar
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However, CVE-2017-14937 reports that at least one manufacturer’s interpretation of the ISO 26021 standard
is that it must be possible to calculate the key directly (i.e., the key never varies).
To implement a MR that detects CVE-2017-14937 and similar problems (i.e., ECUs using an hardcoded key),
MST shall provide features that enable dealing with message exchanges through the CAN bus. To this end, we
have extended the MST framework with the following concepts:
• CANMessageSequence class. It represents a sequence of messages exchanged over the can bus. Such
message sequences can be recorded through the candump tool [95], which is a utility that connects to
a Linux virtual CAN bus and visualizes all the messages being exchanged 23 . Figure 27, for example,
shows the sequence of messages exchanged to exploit the vulnerability CVE-2017-14937 using the
Metasploit framework (Figure 28). A CANMessageSequence can be either a source input or a followup input. In our context, source inputs consist of the sequence of messages exchanged during functional
testing; precisely, we consider the messages sent by a testing framework to the control unit under test
(e.g., the messages sent by the device with ID 7F1, in Figure 27).
• CANMessage class. It represents a single message belonging to a CANMessageSequence.
• CANMessageSequence(int), which is a data function. It is the function used to refer to CANMessageSequence used as either source or follow-up input. It corresponds to the Input(int) data function used
by MST in the Web context to identify source and follow-up inputs.
• isSecurityAccessRequest( CANMessage m ), which is a CAN-specific function. It is a utility function
used to determine if a CANMessage is a Security Access Request, that is, if it starts with the service ID
0x27.
• CANOutput( CANMessageSequence s ), which is a CAN-specific function. It is a utility function used
to return the sequence of messages sent in response to a CANMessageSequence.

Figure 27: Output of candump when exploiting CVE-2017-14937.

Figure 28: Output of Metasploit when exploiting CVE-2017-14937.
23

The virtual CAN bus can be connected to a real CAN device.
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Figure 29: MR UDS_PredictableSecurityAccess

Based on CVE-2017-14937, we have defined a MR called UDS_PredictableSecurityAccess that creates a
follow-up input that is a replica of a source input message sequence. It is shown in Figure 29. Our MR
relies on the key idea that if the control unit is not vulnerable (i.e., the key varies), it shall generate a seed that
is different for the two input sequences. Consequently, the second sequence of CAN messages shall prevent
enabling security-critical services. Therefore, the output sequence generated by the control unit for the followup input shall be different from the one generated for the source input (i.e., access shall be prevented). Please
note that our MR detects security issues not detected by the Metasploit exploit; indeed, the Metasploit exploit
determines if the key is generated as the ones’ complement of the seed, we deal with the case of having a key
with a fixed value.
Although not extensive, our study is a first step towards demonstrating the feasibility of implementing automotive MRs and applying MST in the automotive context. Our future work includes extending our set of MRs
to additional subjects in the automotive and other CPS contexts.
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5

Misuse Case Programming: Extended MCP toolset

In this section we describe the extensions provided to the MCP toolset [99, 100], which concerns handling
misuse case specifications written for programs different than Web systems and providing new NLP-based
solutions that analyze complex sentences containing infinitive phrases.

5.1

Restricted Misuse Case Modelling

Table 14 provides two examples of misuse case specifications written according to the Restricted Misuse Case
Modelling approach (RMCM), which are referred to in this Section.
Table 14: Example misuse case specifications written for a system in the medical domain.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

MISUSE CASE Bypass Authorization Schema
Description The MALICIOUS user accesses resources that are dedicated to a user with a different role.
Precondition For each role available on the system, the MALICIOUS user has a list of credential of users with that role, plus
a list functions/resources that cannot be accessed with that role.
Basic Threat Flow
1. FOREACH role
2. The MALICIOUS user sends username and password to the system through the login page
3. FOREACH resource
4. The MALICIOUS user requests the resource from the system.
5. The system sends a response page to the MALICIOUS user.
6. The MALICIOUS user EXPLOITS the system using the response page and the role.
7. ENDFOR
8. ENDFOR
Postcondition: The MALICIOUS user has executed a function dedicated to another user with different role.
Specific Alternative Threat Flow (SATF1)
RFS 4.
1. IF the resource contains a role parameter in the URL THEN
2. The MALICIOUS user modifies the role values in the URL.
3. RESUME STEP 4.
4. ENDIF.
Postcondition: The MALICIOUS user has modified the URL.
Specific Alternative Threat Flow (SATF2)
RFS 4.
1. IF the resource contains a role parameter in HTTP post data THEN
2. The MALICIOUS user modifies the role values in the HTTP post data.
3. RESUME STEP 4.
4. ENDIF.
Postcondition: The MALICIOUS user has modified the HTTP post data.
Specific Alternative Flow (SAF1)
RFS 6
1. IF the response page contains an error message THEN
2. RESUME STEP 7.
3. ENDIF.
Postcondition The malicious user cannot access the resource dedicated to users with a different role.
MISUSE CASE Record Forged Weight
Description The MALICIOUS user creates a specific record for the Weight Activity of another user.
Precondition The MALICIOUS user is logged into the system, he must know the user id associated to another user.
Basic Threat Flow
1. The MALICIOUS user configures the proxy to replace his user id with the VICTIM user id.
2. The MALICIOUS user provides an anomalous weight to the system.
3. The MALICIOUS user refreshes the App.
4. The VICTIM’s CARER provides his username and his password to the login page of the Web interface.
5. The VICTIM’s CARER retrieves the weight page of the VICTIM from the Web interface.
6. The MALICIOUS user has exploited the system.
Postcondition: The MALICIOUS user has generated a record for another user.
Specific Alternative Flow (SAF1)
RFS 6
1. IF The anomalous weight is not equal to the weight value of the Web interface THEN
2. ABORT
3. ENDIF
Postcondition: The MALICIOUS user did not forge the weight record.
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As indicated in Section 2.3.1, RMCM relies on the keywords SENDS ... TO and REQUESTS ...
FROM in the form of <ActorA> SENDS <something> TO <ActorB> and <ActorA> REQUESTS
<something> FROM <ActorB> for the system-actor interactions, with <ActorA> and <ActorB> being either the name of an actor or the keyword the system, which indicates the system under test. Example
sentences are The MALICIOUS user requests the resource from the system (Line 14 in Table 14) and The MALICIOUS user sends username and password to the system through the login page (Line 14). Although these
two keywords are sufficient for writing misuse case specifications for Web systems, they are inappropriate to
express misuse case specifications for applications that are not executed on a remote server (e.g., a desktop terminal or a tablet App). Indeed, end-users of such applications do not have the impression of sending data to
the application under test while interacting with it. For this reason, in the updated version of the MCP toolset,
we do not restrict the set of verbs to be used for system-actor interactions. For inputs and outputs, any verb
characterizing the act of transferring something to another actor can be used; for example, the verb to provide
in the sentence The MALICIOUS user provides an anomalous weight to the system (Line 14). Also, we allow
the description of system-actor interactions where the system under test is not mentioned explicitly (e.g., The
MALICIOUS user enters the leaderboard area).

5.2

Natural Language Processing

Natural language processing (NLP) refers to techniques that aim to process text written in natural language
to extract information [79, 80]. Several NLP techniques exist; they differ for underlying algorithms and objectives. Part-of-speech (POS) tagging approaches assign words with tags capturing their syntactic categories
(e.g., noun, verb, pronoun, preposition, adverb, conjunction, participle, and article). Syntactic parsing techniques assign a syntactic structure to sentences. They identify constituents, i.e., groups of words behaving
as a single unit. Please note that many constituents are phrases. Syntactic parsing techniques differ for the
underlying formalisms, e.g., Cocke-Kasami-Younger (CKY) algorithm [82, 154], Probabilistic Context-Free
Grammars (PCFGs) [85], or dependency grammars [53].
One extension that we provided to the MCP toolset is the capability to determine infinitive phrases; to this
end we employ the Stanford constituency parser, which relies on a PCFG [85]. Fig. 30 presents the output
generated by the Stanford constituency parser for the sentence in Line 14 in Table 14 (i.e., “The MALICIOUS
user configures the proxy to replace his user id with the VICTIM user id”). In Fig. 30, we report constituents
in capital letters. Constituent names are defined by the Penn Treebank project [104]. The sentence in Fig. 30
contains the infinitive phrase “to replace his user id with the VICTIM user id”; consequently, the Stanford
constituency parser indicates the presence of two nested sentences (see the nested constituent of type S in Line
8 in Fig. 30).
Another extension to the MCP toolset is the capability to determine possessive forms in a sentence; to this
end, we rely on the Stanford dependency parser [42], which analyzes the grammatical structure. It establishes
relationships between a pair of words by specifying how a dependent word modifies a governor word. The
Stanford dependency parser provides labels for 50 different grammatical relations [52]. MCP relies on the
relation possessive, which holds between the head of an NP and the genitive ’s, and the relation poss, which
holds between the head of a noun phrase and its possessive determiner, or a genitive ’s complement. Fig. 31
shows the output of the Stanford dependency parser for the sentence “The VICTIM’s CARER provides his
username and his password to the login page of the Web interface”. The arrows show dependency relationships
annotated with labels describing the nature of the dependency. A poss relation holds between CARER and
VICTIM (it indicates that we are referring to the CARER of a VICTIM for the attack). A possessive relation
holds between VICTIM and the genitive ’s.
The updated MCP toolset still relies on Semantic Role Labeling (SRL) like the previous version. SRL techniques are capable of automatically determining the roles played by words in a sentence. For the sentences
“The system starts” and “The system starts the database”, SRL can determine that the actors affected by the
actions are “the system” and “the database”, respectively. The component that is started coincides with the
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1. (ROOT
2. (S (NP (DT The)
3.
(NNP MALICIOUS)
4.
(NN user))
5.
(VP (VBZ configures)
6.
(NP (DT the)
7.
(NN proxy)
8.
(S (VP (TO to)
9.
(VP (VB replace)
10.
(NP (PRP$ his)
11.
(NN user)
12.
(NN id))
13.
(PP (IN with)
14.
(NP (DT the)
15.
(NNP VICTIM)
16.
(NN user)
17.
(NN id))))))))
18.
(. .)))
Legend: DT: Determiner; IN: Preposition or subordinating conjunction; NN: Noun, singular or mass; NNP: Proper noun, singular NP: Noun phrase;
PP: Prepositional phrase; PRP$ Possessive pronoun; S: sentence; TO to; VP: Verb phrase; VBZ: Verb, 3rd person singular present.
Figure 30: Example output generated by the Stanford constituency parser for the sentence in Line 14 of Table 14.

Table 15: PropBank Additional Semantic Roles used in the paper.

Identifier
A0
A1
A2
Identifier
AM-ADV
AM-LOC
AM-MNR
AM-MOD
AM-NEG
AM-TMP
AM-PRD

Verb-specific semantic roles
Definition
Usually indicates who performs an action.
Usually indicates the actor most directly affected by the action.
With motion verbs, indicates a final state or a location.
Generic semantic roles
Definition
Adverbial modification.
Indicates a location.
Captures the manner in which an activity is performed.
Indicates a modal verb.
Indicates a negation, e.g. ’no’.
Provides temporal information.
Secondary predicate with additional information about A1.

subject in the first sentence and with the object in the second sentence, although the verb to start is used with
the active voice in both. This information cannot be captured by other NLP techniques like POS tagging or
dependency parsing.
There are few SRL tools [37, 148, 147]. MCP relies on the CogComp NLP pipeline (hereafter CNP [147]),
which uses the PropBank [121] and NomBank models [110, 64]. PropBank models enable tagging the words
in a sentence with keywords (e.g., A0, A1, A2, and AN) to indicate their roles. A0 indicates who performs an
action, while A1 indicates the actor most directly affected by the action. For instance, the term “The system”
is tagged with A1 in the sentence “The system starts”, while the term “the database” is tagged with A1 in the
sentence “The system starts the database”. The other roles are verb-specific despite some commonalities, e.g.,
A2 which is often used for the end state of an action.
PropBank includes additional roles that are not verb-specific (see Table 15). They are labeled with general keywords and match adjunct information in different sentences, e.g., AM-NEG indicating negative verbs. NomBank, instead, captures the roles of nouns, adverbs, and adjectives in noun phrases. It uses the same keywords
adopted by PropBank. For instance, using ProbBank, we identify that the noun phrase dictionary values plays
the role A1 in the sentence “The malicious user sends dictionary values”. Using NomBank, we obtain complementary information indicating the term values is the main noun (tagged with A0), and the term dictionary is
an attributive noun (tagged with A1).
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ROOT

The VICTIM's CARER provides his username and his password to the login page of the Web interface.
det

poss

possessive
poss

nsubj

dobj
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conj
prep

nn
det
pobj

prep

nn
det
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Figure 31: Dependency parsing example.

{The malicious user}A0 {sends}verb {dictionary values}A1 {to the system}A2 {through the username
and password fields}AM −MNR
Figure 32: Example SRL tags generated by CNP.

Fig. 32 shows the SRL output for an example misuse case step. The phrase “The malicious user” represents
the actor who performs the activity (tagged with A0); the phrase “dictionary values” is the actor affected by
the verb (i.e., tagged with A1). The phrase “to the system” is the final location (tagged with A2), while the
last chunk of the sentence represents the manner (tagged with AM-MNR) in which the activity is performed.
Figs. 33 and 34 provide the SRL output for the sentences in Figs. 30 and 31, respectively. Fig. 33 shows that,
in the presence of multiple sentences, CNP enables the identification of separate SRL roles for the distinct
sentences. Fig. 34 exemplifies how the SRL output is simpler to process than the output of the dependency
parser. The elements affected by the verb (i.e., “his username and password”) are explicitly identified in
the same block of words by CNP. Instead, in the Stanford dependency parser, they can be identified only by
traversing multiple relations (see Fig. 31). However, SRL provides coarse-grained information that may not be
enough to match phrases to API names. For example, it does not enable MCP to identify possession relations
(the phrase “of the Web interface” is part of the block of words tagged as A2 in Fig. 34). Therefore, the MCP
toolset combines the output of SRL and dependency parsing.

5.3

Identification of Test Inputs

MCP automatically identifies input entities, determines relationships between input entities (e.g., each username is associated to a role), and assists engineers in generating values to be assigned to input entities.
MCP assumes that input entities appear in misuse case steps with a verb that indicates one or more entities
being provided to the system under test by an actor (e.g., “The malicious user sends username and password
to the system” and “The malicious user inserts the password into the system”). SRL is employed to determine
sentences having these entities. Depending on the verb, SRL usually tags entity destinations with roles A2
or AM-LOC (see Section 5.2). Therefore, it is highly likely that a sentence having phrases tagged with A2 or
AM-LOC describes an input activity. In such a sentence, MCP looks for entities that match phrases tagged with
A1 (i.e., the ones affected by the verb).
We have extended MCP to handle infinitive sentences describing actions beyond input provision; for these
cases, the updated MCP identifies input entities by considering every semantic role except A0, which stands
for the actor performing the action. For example, when processing the sentence “to replace his user id with the

{The MALICIOUS user}A0 {configures}verb {the proxy}A1 to {replace}verb {his user id}A1 with
{the VICTIM user id}A2 .
Figure 33: Example SRL tags generated by CNP for the sentence in Fig. 30. We use gray for the infinitive sentence.
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{The VICTIM’s CARER}A0 {provides}verb {his username and his password}A1 {to the login page
of the Web interface}A2
Figure 34: Example SRL tags generated by CNP for the sentence in Figure 31.

Figure 35: Part of test case automatically generated for misuse case ’Record Forged Weight’ in Table 14.

VICTIM user id” in Fig. 33, MCP analyzes input entities both his user id (tagged with A1) and the VICTIM
user id (tagged with A2).

5.4

Generation of Executable Test Cases

MCP automatically generates an executable test case for each misuse case specification (Phase 4 in Fig. 11).
The current MCP prototype supports test case generation both in Python and Java and follows the same process
for both two languages. The only differences concern the selection of language-specific elements. For example,
in Java, Map is used instead of Dict, and each generated test case is a JUnit test case. In Python, each test
case is a Python class implementing method run. Figs. 14 (page 24) and 35 present the test cases generated
from misuse case specifications Bypass Authorization Schema (Python) and Record Forged Weight (Java),
respectively.
MCP declares and initializes three variables, system, maliciousUser, and inputs (Lines 3, 4, and 5
in Fig. 14). Variable system refers to an instance of class System, which provides methods that trigger
the system functions under test (e.g., request). Variable maliciousUser refers to the instance of the
test class simulating the behavior of the malicious user. Variable inputs refers to a dictionary populated
with the input values specified in the JSON input file. The end-user can configure MCP to initialize additional
variables for components or actors involved in the misuse cases. For example, in Line 27 in Fig. 35, variable
webInterface has been initialized with a class instance exposing methods that access the Web interface of
the system under test.
The updated MCP also processes sentences with infinitive phrases (e.g., the sentence “The MALICIOUS user
configures the proxy to replace his user id with the VICTIM user id.” in Line 14, Table 14). It relies on the
Stanford parser output to determine if a misuse case step contains a sentence with an infinitive phrase (see
Fig. 30). In general, we expect that the sentence before the infinitive particle (e.g., “The MALICIOUS user
configures the proxy”) describes how the system or the malicious user performs an action. In other words, it
should provide implementation details that are likely not captured by API method names. The infinitive phrase,
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which expresses the action objective, should match the name of a test driver API method. To avoid imposing
a writing rule, MCP generates two method calls: one call for part of the sentence before the infinitive particle
(e.g., “The MALICIOUS user configures the proxy”) and another for the infinitive phrase (e.g., “to replace
his user id with the VICTIM user id”). It then selects the method call that has the highest similarity with the
sentence in the specifications (see the original MCP paper for details [99]).
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6

Conclusion

This report concerned COSMOS Task T4.3: Development of Solutions for Detecting Security Vulnerabilities in
CPS; we reported about the period M1-M12, which concerned the definition of specification-based techniques
for automated security testing.
Our developments mainly concerned MST, a technique that ensures that both documented and unknown (or
partially documented) software misuses that break the security properties of the software are infeasible. It
relies on a set of manually written specifications, which are called metamorphic relations (MRs). During the
reported period, COSMOS has extended the available catalog of MRs thus enabling the identification of 100
vulnerability types concerning mistakes in the application of security design principles, which is a result that
is clearly valuable for software developers. To enable the implementation of the MR catalog, we have also
extended the functionalities of the MST toolset. In parallel, we extended MCP, a technique that enables the
automated generation of test cases based on documented software misuses. In COSMOS, MCP will be used
for the discovery of security vulnerabilities that cannot be discovered by MST.
In our work, we mainly focused on the development of approaches that work with Web systems because Web
systems are often used to access and control CPSs. Future work concerns addressing CPS-specific interfaces.
Also, we will report on an ongoing empirical evaluation of the effectiveness of the provided catalog of MRs.
Finally, we will address challenges related to minimizing testing cost and automatically extending security
vulnerability testing capabilities by automatically generating MRs through machine learning.
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A

CWEs covered by the Extended Catalog of Security MRs

In Table 16, we provide the list of CWEs appearing in the common security architectural tactics view of the
CWE database [9], grouped by security concept. We also report an indication of the CWEs covered by our
extended catalog of MRs.
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Table 16: CWEs appearing in the common security architectural tactics view of the CWE database [9], grouped by security concept, and belonging to
our extended catalog of MRs.
Design
Weakness (CWE ID)
concept
Audit
1.1
Improper Output Neutralization for Logs - (117)
1.2
Omission of Security-relevant Information - (223)
1.3
Obscured Security-relevant Information by Alternate Name - (224)
1.4
Inclusion of Sensitive Information in Log Files - (532)
1.5
Insufficient Logging - (778)
1.6
Logging of Excessive Data - (779)
Authenticate Actors
2.1
Empty Password in Configuration File - (258)
2.2
Use of Hard-coded Password - (259)
2.3
Not Using Password Aging - (262)
2.4
Password Aging with Long Expiration - (263)
2.5
Improper Authentication - (287)
2.6
Authentication Bypass Using an Alternate Path or Channel - (288)
2.7
Authentication Bypass by Alternate Name - (289)
2.8
Authentication Bypass by Spoofing - (290)
2.9
Reliance on IP Address for Authentication - (291)
2.10
Using Referer Field for Authentication - (293)
2.11
Authentication Bypass by Capture-replay - (294)
2.12
Reflection Attack in an Authentication Protocol - (301)
2.13
Authentication Bypass by Assumed-Immutable Data - (302)
2.14
Incorrect Implementation of Authentication Algorithm - (303)
2.15
Missing Critical Step in Authentication - (304)
2.16
Authentication Bypass by Primary Weakness - (305)
2.17
Missing Authentication for Critical Function - (306)
2.18
Improper Restriction of Excessive Authentication Attempts - (307)
2.19
Use of Single-factor Authentication - (308)
2.20
Key Exchange without Entity Authentication - (322)
2.21
Weak Password Requirements - (521)
2.22
Authentication Bypass: OpenSSL CTX Object Modified after SSL Objects are Created - (593)
2.23
Use of Client-Side Authentication - (603)
2.24
Unverified Password Change - (620)
2.25
Weak Password Recovery Mechanism for Forgotten Password - (640)
2.26
Use of Hard-coded Credentials - (798)
2.27
Use of Password Hash Instead of Password for Authentication - (836)
2.28
Use of Password Hash With Insufficient Computational Effort - (916)
Authorize Actors
3.1
Process Control - (114)
3.2
External Control of System or Configuration Setting - (15)
3.3
Sensitive Data Under Web Root - (219)
3.4
Sensitive Data Under FTP Root - (220)
3.5
Incorrect Privilege Assignment - (266)
3.6
Privilege Defined With Unsafe Actions - (267)
3.7
Privilege Chaining - (268)
3.8
Improper Privilege Management - (269)
3.9
Privilege Context Switching Error - (270)
3.10
Privilege Dropping / Lowering Errors - (271)
3.11
Least Privilege Violation - (272)
3.12
Improper Check for Dropped Privileges - (273)
3.13
Improper Handling of Insufficient Privileges - (274)
3.14
Incorrect Default Permissions - (276)
3.15
Insecure Inherited Permissions - (277)
3.16
Incorrect Execution-Assigned Permissions - (279)
3.17
Improper Handling of Insufficient Permissions or Privileges - (280)
3.18
Improper Preservation of Permissions - (281)
3.19
Improper Ownership Management - (282)
3.20
Unverified Ownership - (283)
3.21
Improper Access Control - (284)
3.22
Improper Authorization - (285)
3.23
Incorrect User Management - (286)
3.24
Channel Accessible by Non-Endpoint (’Man-in-the-Middle’) - (300)
3.25
Predictable from Observable State - (341)
3.26
Exposure of Private Information (’Privacy Violation’) - (359)
3.27
Exposure of File Descriptor to Unintended Control Sphere (’File Descriptor Leak’) - (403)
3.28
Unprotected Primary Channel - (419)
3.29
Unprotected Alternate Channel - (420)
3.30
Direct Request (’Forced Browsing’) - (425)
3.31
Untrusted Search Path - (426)
3.32
Unrestricted Upload of File with Dangerous Type - (434)
3.33
Exposure of CVS Repository to an Unauthorized Control Sphere - (527)
3.34
Exposure of Core Dump File to an Unauthorized Control Sphere - (528)
3.35
Exposure of Access Control List Files to an Unauthorized Control Sphere - (529)
3.36
Exposure of Backup File to an Unauthorized Control Sphere - (530)
3.37
File and Directory Information Exposure - (538)
3.38
Incorrect Behavior Order: Authorization Before Parsing and Canonicalization - (551)
3.39
Files or Directories Accessible to External Parties - (552)
3.40
Authorization Bypass Through User-Controlled SQL Primary Key - (566)
3.41
Authorization Bypass Through User-Controlled Key - (639)
3.42
External Control of Critical State Data - (642)
3.43
Use of Non-Canonical URL Paths for Authorization Decisions - (647)
3.44
Insufficient Compartmentalization - (653)
3.45
Reliance on Security Through Obscurity - (656)
3.46
Exposure of Resource to Wrong Sphere - (668)
3.47
Incorrect Resource Transfer Between Spheres - (669)
3.48
Lack of Administrator Control over Security - (671)
3.49
External Influence of Sphere Definition - (673)
3.50
Incorrect Ownership Assignment - (708)
3.51
Incorrect Permission Assignment for Critical Resource - (732)
3.52
Allocation of Resources Without Limits or Throttling - (770)
3.53
Exposed IOCTL with Insufficient Access Control - (782)
3.54
Improper Control of Document Type Definition - (827)
3.55
Missing Authorization - (862)
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3.56
Incorrect Authorization - (863)
3.57
Storage of Sensitive Data in a Mechanism without Access Control - (921)
3.58
Improper Restriction of Communication Channel to Intended Endpoints - (923)
3.59
Improper Authorization in Handler for Custom URL Scheme - (939)
3.60
Overly Permissive Cross-domain Whitelist - (942)
Cross Cutting
4.1
Information Exposure Through Timing Discrepancy - (208)
4.2
Missing Report of Error Condition - (392)
4.3
Improper Cleanup on Thrown Exception - (460)
4.4
Missing Standardized Error Handling Mechanism - (544)
4.5
Client-Side Enforcement of Server-Side Security - (602)
4.6
Improper Check or Handling of Exceptional Conditions - (703)
4.7
Improper Check for Unusual or Exceptional Conditions - (754)
4.8
Reliance on Cookies without Validation and Integrity Checking in a Security Decision - (784)
4.9
Reliance on Untrusted Inputs in a Security Decision - (807)
Encrypt Data
5.1
Unprotected Storage of Credentials - (256)
5.2
Storing Passwords in a Recoverable Format - (257)
5.3
Password in Configuration File - (260)
5.4
Weak Cryptography for Passwords - (261)
5.5
Missing Encryption of Sensitive Data - (311)
5.6
Cleartext Storage of Sensitive Information - (312)
5.7
Cleartext Storage in a File or on Disk - (313)
5.8
Cleartext Storage in the Registry - (314)
5.9
Cleartext Storage of Sensitive Information in a Cookie - (315)
5.10
Cleartext Storage of Sensitive Information in Memory - (316)
5.11
Cleartext Storage of Sensitive Information in GUI - (317)
5.12
Cleartext Storage of Sensitive Information in Executable - (318)
5.13
Cleartext Transmission of Sensitive Information - (319)
5.14
Use of Hard-coded Cryptographic Key - (321)
5.15
Reusing a Nonce, Key Pair in Encryption - (323)
5.16
Use of a Key Past its Expiration Date - (324)
5.17
Missing Required Cryptographic Step - (325)
5.18
Inadequate Encryption Strength - (326)
5.19
Use of a Broken or Risky Cryptographic Algorithm - (327)
5.20
Reversible One-Way Hash - (328)
5.21
Use of Insufficiently Random Values - (330)
5.22
Insufficient Entropy - (331)
5.23
Insufficient Entropy in PRNG - (332)
5.24
Improper Handling of Insufficient Entropy in TRNG - (333)
5.25
Small Space of Random Values - (334)
5.26
Incorrect Usage of Seeds in Pseudo-Random Number Generator (PRNG) - (335)
5.27
Same Seed in Pseudo-Random Number Generator (PRNG) - (336)
5.28
Predictable Seed in Pseudo-Random Number Generator (PRNG) - (337)
5.29
Use of Cryptographically Weak Pseudo-Random Number Generator (PRNG) - (338)
5.30
Small Seed Space in PRNG - (339)
5.31
Improper Verification of Cryptographic Signature - (347)
5.32
Insufficiently Protected Credentials - (522)
5.33
Unprotected Transport of Credentials - (523)
5.34
Selection of Less-Secure Algorithm During Negotiation (’Algorithm Downgrade’) - (757)
5.35
Use of a One-Way Hash without a Salt - (759)
5.36
Use of a One-Way Hash with a Predictable Salt - (760)
5.37
Use of RSA Algorithm without OAEP - (780)
5.38
Insecure Storage of Sensitive Information - (922)
Identify Actors
6.1
Improper Certificate Validation - (295)
6.2
Improper Following of a Certificate’s Chain of Trust - (296)
6.3
Improper Validation of Certificate with Host Mismatch - (297)
6.4
Improper Validation of Certificate Expiration - (298)
6.5
Improper Check for Certificate Revocation - (299)
6.6
Insufficient Verification of Data Authenticity - (345)
6.7
Origin Validation Error - (346)
6.8
Missing Check for Certificate Revocation after Initial Check - (370)
6.9
Unintended Proxy or Intermediary (’Confused Deputy’) - (441)
6.10
Missing Validation of OpenSSL Certificate - (599)
6.11
Improper Verification of Source of a Communication Channel - (940)
6.12
Incorrectly Specified Destination in a Communication Channel - (941)
Limit access
7.1
Information Exposure Through Sent Data - (201)
7.2
Information Exposure Through an Error Message - (209)
7.3
Improper Cross-boundary Removal of Sensitive Data - (212)
7.4
Creation of chroot Jail Without Changing Working Directory - (243)
7.5
Execution with Unnecessary Privileges - (250)
7.6
Externally Controlled Reference to a Resource in Another Sphere - (610)
7.7
Improper Restriction of XML External Entity Reference - (611)
7.8
External Control of File Name or Path - (73)
Limit exposure
8.1
Information Exposure Through Self-generated Error Message - (210)
8.2
Information Exposure Through Externally-Generated Error Message - (211)
8.3
Information Exposure Through Process Environment - (214)
8.4
Information Exposure Through Server Error Message - (550)
8.5
Inclusion of Functionality from Untrusted Control Sphere - (829)
8.6
Inclusion of Web Functionality from an Untrusted Source - (830)
Lock computer
9.1
Overly Restrictive Account Lockout Mechanism - (645)
Manage User Session
10.1
Session Fixation - (384)
10.2
Exposure of Data Element to Wrong Session - (488)
10.3
J2EE Bad Practices: Non-serializable Object Stored in Session - (579)
10.4
J2EE Misconfiguration: Insufficient Session-ID Length - (6)
10.5
Insufficient Session Expiration - (613)
10.6
Improper Enforcement of Behavioral Workflow - (841)
Validate Inputs
11.1
Improper Neutralization of Special Elements - (138)
11.2
Improper Neutralization of Escape, Meta, or Control Sequences - (150)
11.3
Improper Input Validation - (20)
11.4
Acceptance of Extraneous Untrusted Data With Trusted Data - (349)
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11.5
11.6
11.7
11.8
11.9
11.10
11.11
11.12
11.13
11.14

Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF) - (352)
External Control of Assumed-Immutable Web Parameter - (472)
PHP External Variable Modification - (473)
Deserialization of Untrusted Data - (502)
Improper Link Resolution Before File Access (’Link Following’) - (59)
URL Redirection to Untrusted Site (’Open Redirect’) - (601)
Improper Restriction of Names for Files and Other Resources - (641)
Improper Neutralization of Data within XPath Expressions (’XPath Injection’) - (643)
Improper Neutralization of Data within XQuery Expressions (’XQuery Injection’) - (652)
Improper Neutralization of Special Elements in Output Used by a Downstream Component (’Injection’) (74)
11.15
Failure to Sanitize Special Elements into a Different Plane (Special Element Injection) - (75)
11.16
Improper Neutralization of Equivalent Special Elements - (76)
11.17
Improper Neutralization of Special Elements used in a Command (’Command Injection’) - (77)
11.18
Improper Neutralization of Special Elements used in an OS Command (’OS Command Injection’) - (78)
11.19
Improper Neutralization of Input During Web Page Generation (’Cross-site Scripting’) - (79)
11.20
Improper Filtering of Special Elements - (790)
11.21
Incomplete Filtering of Special Elements - (791)
11.22
Incomplete Filtering of One or More Instances of Special Elements - (792)
11.23
Only Filtering One Instance of a Special Element - (793)
11.24
Incomplete Filtering of Multiple Instances of Special Elements - (794)
11.25
Only Filtering Special Elements at a Specified Location - (795)
11.26
Only Filtering Special Elements Relative to a Marker - (796)
11.27
Only Filtering Special Elements at an Absolute Position - (797)
11.28
Improper Neutralization of Argument Delimiters in a Command (’Argument Injection’) - (88)
11.29
Improper Neutralization of Special Elements used in an SQL Command (’SQL Injection’) - (89)
11.30
Improper Neutralization of Special Elements used in an LDAP Query (’LDAP Injection’) - (90)
11.31
XML Injection (aka Blind XPath Injection) - (91)
11.32
Improper Neutralization of CRLF Sequences (’CRLF Injection’) - (93)
11.33
Improper Control of Generation of Code (’Code Injection’) - (94)
11.34
Improper Neutralization of Special Elements in Data Query Logic - (943)
11.35
Improper Neutralization of Directives in Dynamically Evaluated Code (’Eval Injection’) - (95)
11.36
Improper Neutralization of Directives in Statically Saved Code (’Static Code Injection’) - (96)
11.37
Improper Neutralization of Server-Side Includes (SSI) Within a Web Page - (97)
11.38
Improper Control of Filename for Include/Require Statement in PHP Program (’PHP Remote File Inclusion’) - (98)
11.39
Improper Control of Resource Identifiers (’Resource Injection’) - (99)
Verify Message Integrity
12.1
Missing Support for Integrity Check - (353)
12.2
Improper Validation of Integrity Check Value - (354)
12.3
Detection of Error Condition Without Action - (390)
12.4
Unchecked Error Condition - (391)
12.5
Download of Code Without Integrity Check - (494)
12.6
Reliance on Cookies without Validation and Integrity Checking - (565)
12.7
Reliance on Obfuscation or Encryption of Security-Relevant Inputs without Integrity Checking - (649)
12.8
Improper Enforcement of Message or Data Structure - (707)
12.9
Improper Handling of Exceptional Conditions - (755)
12.10
Improper Enforcement of Message Integrity During Transmission in a Communication Channel - (924)
TOTAL
223
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